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NATURE OF THE CASE

David Bogenberger was a pledge of the Eta Nu chapter of Pi Kappa
On
Alpha International Fraternity at Northern Illinois University. K
November 1, 2012, the fraternity required David and his fellow pledges to
participate in an annual fraternity pledge event called Greek Mom and Dad's
Night. The fraternity sent its pledges from room to room in the fraternity
house where members, assisted by women non-members, asked nonsensical
questions. When pledges answered "incorrectly", defendants directed them to
drink cups of vodka. The fraternity intended that the pledges become
intoxicated, setting aside areas to which they were to be carried when they
lost consciousness. David died that night after his blood alcohol reached .43
mg/dl in less than 90 minutes.
David's estate sued the three fraternity organizations, their members,
and the participating non-members, alleging that defendants' conduct, in
violation of the Hazing Act, negligently caused David's death. Defendants
moved to dismiss, claiming social host immunity under the Dram Shop Act.
--KThe circuit court dismissed the complaint. The appellate-court reversed as to
local chapter Eta Nu and the members but affirmed as to national
organizations Pi Kappa Alpha International Fraternity and Pi Kappa Alpha

Corporation and the nonmembers. Bogenberger v. Fl Kappa Alpha Corp.,
Inc., 2016 IL App (1st) 150128.
The question raised on the pleadings is whether the complaint states a
cause of action as to local chapter Eta Nu and the fraternity members.

ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
The issues presented for review are:
Whether the appellate court correctly found that Illinois
recognizes a cause of action for the death of pledge David Bogenberger
resulting from defendants' hazing rituaL and
Whether the appellate court correctly found that the complaint
stated a cause of action against the fraternity and its members for, their
negligence based on their voluntarily undertaking to care for pledge David
Bogenberger.
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STATUTE INVOLVED
720 ILCS 120/5. (Now 720 ILCS 5/12C - 50) (with changes by amendment)
(a) A person commits hazing when he or she knowingly requires the
performance of any act by a student or other person in a school, college,
university, or other educational institution of this State, for the purpose of
induction or admission into any group, organization, or society associated or
connected with that institution, if.
the act is not sanctioned or authorized by that educational institution; and
the act results in bodily harm to any person.
(b) Sentence. Hazing is a Class A misdemeanor, except that hazing that
results in death or great bodily harm is a Class 4 felony.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
This section is identical to the Facts recited in plaintiffs brief as
appellant in No. 120951. The circuit court dismissed the complaint pursuant
to Section 2-615 and consequently the facts come from the complaint. R.
03030 (v13); App, at Al (pages from the complaint to which reference is made
in this brief). David Bogenberger was a freshman at Northern Illinois
University and a pledge of Eta Nu, a campus chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha
InterftationafFraternity.' Pledging the fraternity involved a series of events
during the fall semester designed to familiarize active fraternity members
with pledges who were potential new members. App. at A4

(ila).

Organizing the pledge event
The Eta Nu local chapter fraternity members, met and adopted a plan
for a "Mom and Dad's Night" pledge event to be held at the fraternity house
the evening of November 1, 2012. App. at A4 (1[4). Mom and Dad's night is a
common pledging activity practiced across the country by chapters of this
national fraternity as well as other fraternities. It is also known as Greek
Family Night. --App. at A4 (-Iji). Employees of the national fraternity told
chapter members that such nights were good for pledge and member
retention and encouraged members to hold such events as part of the
pledging process. App. at A4 (J2). The chapter defendants believed the event
would improve the retention rate for pledges and that would benefit the
Defendants Pi Kappa Alpha International Fraternity and Pi Kappa Alpha
Corporation will be referred to jointly as the national organization.
El

entire fraternity organization because an increase in the number of members
would also increase income from member dues. App. at A6 (1114). The event
was not sanctioned by the university. App. at A9 (1134).
For this event, the fraternity directed members to obtain vodka for the
pledges. App. at A6 (1116). The active members participating in the event
each selected a pledge for whom he and a designated sorority member would
serve as the pledge's Greek father and mother. App. at A6 (1117). The
fraternity's plan for this pledge event designated seven rooms in the house to
which "Greek couples" would be assigned to question pledges and give the
required alcohol. App. at A4A5 (1J5). The "Moms and Dads" and the other
fraternity members involved would not have to drink. App. at A5 (1J9).
Pledges were to be divided into seven groups of two or three pledges
and rotated from room to room every ten minutes. App. at A5 (1J6). The
fraternity's plan caUed for the pledges to become unconscious. After that,
members were supposed to check on pledges periodically and their heads and
bodies were to be placed so they would not choke on their own vomit. App. at
A5

(11 8). Executive fraternity-officers had breathalyzers and-used- them to

measure the blood alcohol levels of insensate pledges. App. at A5

(11 10).

The hazing event
Pledged were told that attendance and participation in this pledge
event, including drinking excessive amounts of alcohol, was mandatory and a
prerequisite for active membership: App. at A5 (jii), A7-8 (1J25), A13 (117).
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Pledges believed membership in this fraternity would vest them with a
highly valued social status at Northern Illinois. App. at A21 (115). Pledges
were also told the purpose of the evening was for them to learn who their
Greek Fathers and Mothers were and encourage a mentoring relationship
with them. App. at A6

(11 13 ).

Pledges were told to dress formally and report to the fraternity house
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, November 21, 2012. App. at A5 (1112). They were
then divided into seven groups of two or three pledges, as the fraternity had
planned. The members gave each pledge a four ounce plastic cup, and
rotated them from room to room every ten minutes. App. at A5 (116), A7
(j 19). The fraternity used seven rooms to which two or three "Greek couples"
were assigned to ask the pledges personal and nonsensical questions for
about 10 minutes. When pledges answered incorrectly, the "Greek parents"
in each room filled the cup with vodka and required the pledges to drink it.
App. atA4 (1j5), A7 (1J1J 19-22 ).
Pledges reluctant to drink were verbally harassed, being called pussies
and bitches by members and the participating sorority members, until they
relented and drank. App. at A7 (1123). At the end of the session in each room,
pledges were required to drink another cup of vodka. App. at A7 (1124). At
the close of the pledge event that evening, members and non-member
participants took pledges to the basement where they were given t-shirts,

paddles and buckets decorated by the Greek Moms to vomit in. App. at A8

(11 27).
By the end of that evening, David Bogenberger had consumed three to
five cups of vodka in each of the seven rooms over a period of about an hour
and a half. App. at A8

(11 26). They put David into the bed of Steven Libert,

his "Greek father". Member Gregory Petryka positioned his head so he would
not choke if he vomited. App. at A8 (1130). Members checked the pledges and
adjusted their heads to prevent choking from vomit. App. at A9

(11 32).

At about 11:00 p.m., Eta Nu chapter president Alexander Jandick and
officer Patrick Merrill texted all fraternity members, warning them to delete
any pictures or videos of passed out pledges. App. atA8 (1131). The message
said: "If you or any girl you know has a pic or vid of a passed out pledge
delete it immediately. Just do it. From Jandick." After the pledges had
drunk to the point being unconscious, some fraternity members discussed
whether to seek medical attention for the pledges but determined they would
not obtain assistance. Those members also instructed others not to call 911
or seek such help. App. at A9

(11 33).

Nation a! fraternity involvement
Pi Kappa Alpha International Fraternity and Pi Kappa Alpha
Corporation organize and promote membership in local chapters like Eta Nu
and regulate them. App. at A5

(11 1 ), A1FA12

(114). The International

Fraternity is an unincorporated association and the other entity is a
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corporation which organizes meetings and conventions for the entire
fraternity. See https://www.pikes.org/about'pike/values'positiorn
relationship'statements. They organize, promote, and recruit membership
in Eta Nu and the other fraternity chapters and the national fraternity. App.
at A9

(1 1). They direct local chapters to initiate pledges into the Pi Kappa

Alpha organization. App. at Al2 (1J5). They require local chapters to adhere
to the fraternity constitution, fraternity risk assessment policy, and the
fraternity pledge manual. App. at A9-A10 (lii). They have authority to
control local chapters. App. at AlO (1J 2).
The national group has the power to expel or discipline chapters for
violating fraternity rules, including even the right to prohibit pledging
activity. App. at AlO (J2). Those rules include a rule barring hazing. App.
at AlO. (Iji). To gain information as well as guide and assess their local
chapters, the national sends chapter consultants on week long visits to the
chapters. App, at All (13). Those consultants obtain detailed granular
knowledge about the conduct and operation of each local chapter. App. at
A- ll-- (1 3 ). The consultants analyze chapter recruitment -performance,
management, and risk awareness education, in addition to alumni relations,
finances, housing, athletics, scholarship, campus involvement, community
service, and public relations. Id.
From such reports, the national knew their Eta Nu chapter at
Northern Illinois had no continuing risk education program or any risk

awareness program. Id Their consultants advised the national that Eta Nu
had a stigma and reputation on the campus as a fraternity of meatheads.

Id

Consequently, the national recommended that Eta Nu diversify its campus
activities to develop a positive image. Id
The national fraternity is supported by fees collected from the
fraternity chapters. App, at Al2

(115). Seventy five percent of the national

group income derives from undergraduate member dues. App. at Al2

(115).

Local chapters including Eta Nu were aware that their good standing with the national depended on continuing and increasing those dues. App. at Al2

(115). The national fraternity was aware, by way of its Chapter Consultant
who had spent a week at this chapter, that for three years the Eta Nu
chapter had not provided risk awareness education to its members and had
no risk management committee or plan. App at All

(113).

Charges against national defendants
Plaintiff charged that the International Fraternity allowed pledge
events which required consumption of dangerous levels of alcohol and
encouraged-events like the one-which resulted in--David Bogenberger's-death
because they brought in revenue. App. at A14

(11 10 ). Participation in the

event was a condition to being accepted for membership, a membership which
the pledges believed carried a highly valued social status. App. at A21

(11 5).

Specifically, plaintiff alleged the national fraternity permitted pledge
events like this which required pledges to consume excessive amounts of
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alcohol. App, at A14 (1110 (a)). It also failed to warn its chapters including
the Eta Nu chapter about the risks of requiring alcohol-based pledge events
even though it knew such events can result in fatalities. App. at A14

(11 10

(b)). It did not take steps to ensure that its local chapters followed the
policies and procedures it claimed to have adopted for pledging. App. at A14

(11 10 (e)).
The national fraternity also encouraged its local chapters to hold Mom
and Dad's Night functions because they were considered good for both - - member retention and pledge retention. App. at A14

(11 10 W).

Those two

goals increased revenue and income to the national through dues and fees.

Id.

The national group further failed to ensure that Eta Nu had a

functioning risk education program despite knowing that its local chapter
had not had such a program for three years. App. at A15 (1110 (h)).

Charges against non -member partitjvants
The local fraternity chapter directed active members to contact sorority
members to serve as Greek mothers for the event. App. at A6 (1116). Plaintiff
charged the following non-fraternity women students with assisting and
acting in concert with fraternity members to carry out the pledge event:
Alyssa Allegretti, Jessica Anders, Kelly Burback, Christina Carrisa, Raquel
Chavez, Lindsey Frank, Danielle Glennon, Kristinna Kunz, Janet Luna,
Nichole Minnick, Courtney Odenthal, Logan Redfield, Katie Reporto, Tiffany
Scheinfurth, Adrianna Sotello and Prudence Willret. App. at A31
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(11 1).

These participants knew pledges would be required to consume dangerous
amounts of alcohol at the event. App. at A32 (1J2). The participating sorority
members also knew that pledge participation in the Mom and Dad's Night
was a prerequisite to fraternity membership. App. at A32

(1). The

defendant nonmembers knew pledges regarded fraternity membership as a
highly valued social status. App. at A32 (113). Finally, they decorated the
buckets into which the pledges were to vomit. App. at A8

(1127 ).

Charges agáInst Eta Nu and member participants
Eta Nu was the Northern Illinois chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha, the
national fraternity. The chapter's officers were Alexander Jandick, James
Harvey, Omar Salameh, Patrick Merrifi, Stephen Libert, John Hutchinson
and Daniel Biagini. App.at A19A20 (112). Plaintiff alleged they planned this
event where pledges were required to drink alcohol to a point of insensate
intoxication as a condition of membership in the fraternity. App. at A23

(11 1 ),

A25 (115 (a, c, d)). They planned for intoxicated and unconscious pledges to be
placed in rooms in the fraternity house rather than obtaining necessary
medical attention for them. App. at A25 (115 (b)). They carried plaintiffs
decedent to a room where he would not be seen. App, at MG (ij 5 (j)).
Plaintiff also alleged that Eta Nu and its members failed to obtain medical
help and dissuaded other members from seeking medical assistance for the
intoxicated pledges. App, at A22 (118), A25 (115 (e)), A26 (115 (i)).
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Plaintiff similarly charged the following fraternity members with
assisting or carrying out the plan: Michael Phillip, Thomas Costello, David
Sailer, Alexander Renn, Michael Marroquin, Estefan Diaz, Hazel
Vergaralope, Michael Pfest, Andres Jimenez, Isaiah Lott, Andrew Bouleanu,
Nicholas Sutor, Nelson Irizarry, Johnny Wallace, Daniel Post, Nsenzi
Salasini, Russell Coyner, Gregory Petryka, Kevin Rosetti and Thomas Bralis.
App. at A27-A28 (11). They were charged with the same misconduct
described above and additionally that they provided the alcohol for the event.
App. at A30

(16).
Events in the tria1 court

Plaintiffs alleged that defendants singly and collectively violated
Illinois' anti-hazing statute. R. C3030 (v13) (complaint); App. at Al (pages
from complaint cited in this brief). The national groups, the local fraternity
and its members, and the sorority non-member defendants moved to dismiss
under Section 2-615. R. C2255, C2391 (yb), C2561, C2583 (vil), C2764,
C2864, C2945 (v12), C3104 (v13) (motions against the fourth amended
complaint-were deemed directed-against the final fifth amended complaint).
Defendants claimed the event was a social party rather than hazing and that
as social hosts they were immune under the Dram Shop Act. They also
claimed that plaintiff did not sufficiently allege that pledge participation in
the Mom and Dad's Night with its required consumption of excessive alcohol

12

was a prerequisite to fraternity membership, and that the complaint lacked
sufficient facts to support a caue of action.
Plaintiff had earlier sought leave to conduct discovery to learn the
specific identities of those committing specific acts, to address defendants'
contention that the complaint did not identify specific individual conduct.
His counsel informed the court that the police records including witness
statements about the event, the most detailed information available to
plaintiff; did not identify individual names or conduct beyond what he had
alleged. R. C3265 (v14). The court denied the motion. R. C3286 (v14).
Plaintiff responded jointly to the motions to dismiss, and additionally
filed exhibits to that response in a digital format. R. C3459 C3481 (exhibits)
(v14). Those exhibits included the deposition of a fraternity representative,
two statements and the consultant's reports. R. C3586, C3771, C3935.
The circuit court dismissed the case with prejudice. R. C3451; App. at
A35.
The appellate court reversed the dismissal and reinstated the claims
-- against the local Eta Nu fraternity chapterand its members. App. atA43.
The court followed Quinn and Haben which established that the common law
makes fraternities and their members responsible for the consequences of
requiring pledges to engage in dangerous conduct as part of the pledging
process. That responsibility includes instances like this where pledges were
urged to consume excessive and dangerous amounts of alcohol as part of a

13

hazing program which was a prerequisite to admission to the fraternity.

Quinn v. Sigma Rho Chapter of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 155 Ill.App.3d 231
(1987); Haben v. Anderson, 232 Ill.App.3d 260 (1992). Legal responsibility
for illegal hazing is not dependent on the particular instrument used to haze
the victim.
The appellate court affirmed the dismissal as to the two national
fraternity defendants and the nonmember participants. App. at A43.
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ARGUMENT

Plaintiff stated a common law cause of action for the death of David
L3
Bogenberger as a consequence of the fraternity's pledge hazing event The
fraternity and its members designed the mandatory Mom and Dad's Night to
cause pledges to drink to the point of insensate• intoxication, violating the
anti-hazing statute. Plaintiffs cause of action is independent of and
unrelated to social host liability.2
Standard of Review
Review of an order dismissing a cause of action under Section 2-615 is

- - - de novo.

The court accepts all well pleaded facts as true and draws all

reasonable inferences in favor of the plaintiff. Dismissal can be affirmed only
if it appears that the plaintiff could not recover under any set of facts.

Platinum Partners Value Arbitrage Fund, Ltd. P'ship v. Chicago Board of
Options Exchange, 2012 IL App (1st) 112903, ¶12, 976 N.E.2d 415, 420-21.
Argument

Introduction
The key to this appeal is found in the statement at page 10 of the
fraternity member's brief. They accuse the appellate court of improperly
recognizing a cause of action for injuries resulting from the consumption of
alcohol, termed social host liability. However, that is not what the appellate
court did and that makes all the difference in the outcome. The appellate
court's decision reflects their clear understanding that this Court has
declined to recognize social host liability and their decision does not challenge
that rule. In addition, the court below had no reason to address social host
This brief answers the appellant briefs of both the Eta Nu chapter and the fraternity
members.
2
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liability because plaintiffs complaint does not rely on social host liability.
Instead, plaintiffs cause of action is founded on recognized common law
principles of negligence.
All defendants, both the appellants here and the appeilees in the
consolidated case, have attempted to reframe plaintiff's cause of action.
However, a plaintiff is the master of his complaint. Reed v. WalMart Stores,
Inc., 298 Ill. App. 3d 712, 718, 700 N.E.2d 212, 215-16 (1998). Here,
plaintiffs complaint rests on hazing, not social host liability, as the appellate
court recognized. Defendants do not get to reshape the action to their
advantage.
The circuit court made that mistake, at defendants' bidding. Its
critical error was that it misguidedly viewed this as a social host matter
rather than a hazing matter. Once that court started down that erroneous
path, guided by defendants, it inevitably arrived at the wrong endpoint. If
the circuit court had stepped back and looked at the cause of action as a
whole as the appellate court did, rather than focusing on only the alcohol
aspect of-a- m-uch more complex scenario; -it-would have recognized that this -
case falls under the hazing rubric of Quinn and Haben, not the social host
rubric of Charles and Wakulich.
The circuit court would also have seen, again as the appellate court
recognized, that Charles did not abrogate either Quinn or Haben for the
reason that the two lines of cases address fundamentally different kinds of

Iri

claims.

Charles and Wakulich address social host liability whereas Quinn

and Haben address hazing.

Charles v. Seigfried, 165 I11.2d 482, 651 N.E.2d

154 (1995); Wakulich v. Mraz, 203 Ill.2d 223, 233, 785 N.E.2d 843, 850
(2003); Quinn v. Sigma Rho Chapter of Beta Theta Fi Fraternity, 155
Ill.App.3d 231, 507 N.E.2d 1193 (1987); Haben v. Anderson, 232 Ill.App.3d
260, 265, 597 N.E.2d 655, 684 (1992) (noting that the requirement of drinking
as part of pledging distinguished the fraternity scenario from a purely social
scenario).
The circuit court's misunderstanding fatally undercut its reasoning,
and the same misunderstanding by defendants fatally undermines their
arguments here. Hazing, an activity the Iffinois legislature condemns, is a
separate topic from social host use of alcohol. Indeed, the legislature
considered hazing sufficiently serious to make it a felony if it results in great
bodily harm or death, as occurred here. 720 ILCS 5/12(>50. When they did
that, the legislature acted with full knowledge of Haben and Quinn and yet
declined to create an exception for those aspects of hazing involving alcohol.
-K
CharlesanthWakulith did not ovenizle Quinn andRaben.
-K
The defendant fraternity chapter and its members insist Charles and

IVakulich effectively overruled Quinn and Haben.3 Charles i'. Seigfried, 165
Ill.2d 482, 651 N.E.2d 154 (1995); Wakulich v. Mraz, 203 I11.2d 223, 785
N.E.2d 843 (2003).
In 1992, this Court had already expressed its familiarity with Quinn as a civil tort
liability case. Peoplev. Anderson, 148 Il1.2d 15, 29, 591 N.E.2d 461,468 (1992).
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The distinction between the cases of Charles and Wakulich, and the

Quinn and Haben cases on which plaintiff relies, is that they involve
distinctively different kinds of claims. As noted, Charles and Wakulich were
purely social host cases. The plaintiff in Charles argued that the common
law provided a duty and consequently a cause of action for negligently
serving alcohol to a minor.
same was true in Wakulich.

Charles, supra, at 483, 651 N.E.2d at 155. The
Neither plaintiff alleged conduct that was the

--Ksubject of the Hazing Act.
The conduct under attack there arose in a purely social setting,
unrelated to organizational activity or enterprise, and the complaint focused
solely on serving alcohol. This Court in Charles simply followed its earlier
precedent and held that the history of the Dram Shop Act showed a
legislative preemption of social host liability for injuries resulting from the
sale or gift of alcohol. It noted that courts had always found no common law
cause of action for injuries arising from the sale or gift of alcohol.

Id. at 486,

651 N.E.2d at 157.
In the case before this Court, as in Quinn and -Haben, the focus wasK
------- -

demonstrably different. The Court is not faced with an alcohol related social
host context. Plaintiff alleged hazing, not furnishing alcohol, and that the
hazing occurred in a structured setting in violation of a statute specifically
barring such behavior. The context of the conduct here was thus much

ii;'

narrower than in Charles. The event was intended to harass and physically
affect the pledges: it was not a social event of mutual interest and conduct.
The fraternity believed its hazing event would create some kind of
bond between active members and pledges. The alcohol just happened to be
the mechanism chosen to produce that result. It could have as easily been
drugs, physical abusive, or orders to accomplish some dangerous task,
conduct seen in other hazing cases. R. C3885 (containing fraternity
- description of kinds of hazing); C3965 (v16) (list of activities defined as
hazing, from another school). Regardless of the particular hazing
mechanism, defendants' conduct fell squarely within the scope of the conduct
regulated by the Hazing Act. Recovery is thus premised on an entirely
different basis than in Charles.
The Wakulich court did not find it necessary to even consider what it
called the "so-called 'exception' " to the rule against social host liability,
referring to the hazing claim allowed in Quinn.

Wakulich, supra at 239, 785

N.E.2d at 852. The phrasing showed that this Court in Wakulich did not
really-consider Quinn and -Haben to be exceptions to social host liability.
Rather, its phrasing implicitly recognized that

Quinn and Haben were

instead based on hazing, the kind of conduct barred by the Hazing Act.

Wakulich specifically said the case before it did "not come within the reach of
these two appellate opinions", referring to Quinn and Haben. It noted that
those latter cases addressed claims where a college organization required
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those seeking membership to engage in "illegal and dangerous activities." Id.
The case before it did not.
That phrasing implicitly recognized the specific scope of the Hazing
Act because this Court in distinguishing Quinn and Haben there focused not
on alcohol use but rather on the Hazing Act's ban against any conduct
required for admission to an organization and likely to lead to injury.

Waku.lich then noted with approval that the appellate court in another case
had rejected application of Quinn and Haben to situations other than those -K
involving college hazing.

Wakulich, supra at 240, 785 N.E.2d at 853. The

Wakulich decision simply limited Quinn and Haben to their facts, and
plaintiff here seeks nothing more than to enforce the rule set out in Quinn
and Haben.

The alleged negligent conduct fell squarely within
the scope of the conduct addressed by the Hazing Act.
David Bogenberger was not a guest at a social party. This was not an
evening of dining and drinking with friends. Rather, this was an official and
indeed mandatory fraternity event. Its entire focus and purpose was hazing
of fraternity pledges by fraternity members. That context is critical because
the logical focus is then on the event as a whole, not the particular
instruments of hazing used in the event. That implicates the Hazing Act, the
statute which served as the foundation for Illinois courts' recognition of a
common law cause of action in such circumstances as far back as 1987.

Quinn i'. Sigma Rho Chapter of Beta Theta Fi Fraternity, 155 Ill.App.3d 231,
FIE

507 N.E.2d 1193 (1987). Plaintiff has a cause of action for hazing, not a cause
of action for "alcohol related liability" as the defendant members phrase it.
Def. Members br. at 22. To hold otherwise would create an effective
exception to civil liability for hazing where the instrument of choice is alcohol
rather than fists, feet or paddles.
The members' brief refers to persons who choose to drink to join a
fraternity (Members br. at 22), as if that were all that was going on here. But
that is a far cry from what hazing is all about, as will be explained below.
Hazing is not drinking at a party and trying to frame it in that fashion both
demeans and disguises the seriousness of the conduct at issue.
In the same vein, the members continue their attempt to reframe the
case, comparing a fraternity using alcohol to haze pledges to any other

social

host scenario and referring to drinking in "a social setting". Members br. at
22. To the contrary, studies show and courts have accepted that hazing
whether with or without alcohol is far removed from a social setting. The
members repeat that contention at page 24, arguing that the appellate court
wrongly imposed liability on the fraternity despite the fact this Court has ruled that the Dram Shop Act shields social hosts. They continue to insist on
equating social hosts with institutions engaging in hazing when there is no
such comparison. The two scenarios are simply dissimilar. Trying to
compare the two does not profitably move the analysis forward.
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The legislature treats hazing as conduct distinct
and separate from social host liability.
The significance of the lapse of time between Quinn and the case
before this Court is that the legislature has known for 28 years that Quinn
drew a distinction between the hazing conduct in the case before it and the
conduct seen in the typical social host case. It also knew that the Quinn
court recognized a common law cause of action for injuries caused by hazing
even where consumption of alcohol was involved.
Despite that, the legislature has not seen a need to amend either the
Hazing Act or the Dram Shop Act by restricting or broadening either one.
Instead, it has implicitly accepted Quinn's distinction between those two
areas of law. It has done nothing to undercut Quinn's premise, i.e., that
hazing is a separate type of conduct from social host liability, even though the
legislature has had occasion to examine both statutes in the interim;
That brings into play the pronouncement in

Wakulich where this

Court emphatically reiterated a fundamental principle for construing
statutes. Where the legislature elects not to amend a statute after a court
construes that statute, courts presume the legislature acquiesced in the
court's interpretation of the legislature's intent as to that statute.

Wakulich

v. M1'az, 203 Ill.2d 223, 233, 785 N.E.2d 843, 850 (2003). That has always
been the rule. For example, this Court noted years ago that the legislature
had not changed a particular statute in the three years elapsed since the
court construed that statute, emphasizing that the legislature might have
22

done that if they thought the court's interpretation was contrary to what they
intended.

Fregeau v. Gillespie, 96 Ill. 2d 479, 486, 451 N.E.2d 870, 873

(1983) (taking into account that legislature had not changed an act in
response to judicial decision construing that act three years earlier).
Defendants argue that the legislature has not amended the Dram Shop
Act to broaden its reach to social host liability, and from that conclude that
the legislature did not want to allow hazing claims where alcohol was the
instrumentality. However, it is equally true that the legislature has not
amended the Hazing Act to exclude alcohol related hazing from the kinds of
hazing subject to its restrictions nor taken any action to block alcohol related
common law hazing claims.
Indeed, to the contrary, the legislature has showed it considers such
hazing conduct particularly deserving of sanction by raising the criminal
penalty. The hazing statute at issue in Quinn was amended in 1996 to make
hazing a felony if it causes serious injury or death. Compare Ill.Rev.Stat.
1985, ch. 144, par. 221 (at issue in Quinn) with 720 ILCS 5/12C50 (current
versioh). Given that the legislature's action stresses curbing hazing of aliH kinds, it would seem logical to conclude that the legislature would recognize
if not applaud the contribution to that goal made by the court's recognition of
common law hazing actions.
Defendants contend this Court should not consider legislative history
because the appellate court did not do so. Members br. at 23. The likely
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answer for that omission in the decision below is that the existence of a
common law remedy for hazing related injury is so clear that the court did
not feel a need to consult legislative history. If the court had looked there,
they would have found that while the legislature in 1995 was looking at the
Act in an effort to avoid a trial court's finding that it was unconstitutional,
members expressed concern with deaths and injuries from hazing that were
occurring with some frequency. 89th General Assembly, House Proceedings,
3/21/95, at page 125; App. at A40. That is logical given that hazing is woven
into the fabric of student culture and alcohol plays a major role.

Hazing in

View; College Students at Risk, Allan and Madden, at 23, 36-37 (3/11/08);
stophazing.org/wpcontent/uploads/20 l4IO6Jhazing_in_view_web l.pdf (last
viewed 1/4/18).
Legislators referred to the incident at Western Illinois underlying the

Haben case, noting it was part of the pledging process for membership. Ic!. at
128; App. at A43. The sponsor lectured the Greek system, saying it would
have to take a closer look at what they sanction. Id at 129; App. at A44. The
sponsor specifically used alcohol consumption in hazing as an example of
what was being barred.

Id at 130; App. at A45. The bill was intended to

bring accountability to fraternities engaging in alcohol based hazing.

Id at

130, 138; App. at A45, A49. The sponsor similarly expressed concern about
the current climate at colleges.

Id at 142; App. at A50. Another member

spoke of a different incident and said the school was being sued, showing the

legislature was also aware of common law tort claims arising out of hazing
incidents. Id. at 134; App. at A48.
The more critical legislative history followed in 2013. Defendants'
briefs overlook that the Hazing Act was in fact substantively amended again
in 2012, effective in 2013. The legislature added a reporting requirement to
ensure that teachers and coaches who became aware of hazing reported it to
the appropriate supervising school official, and made it gender neutral. 720
IIJCS 5/12C-50.1. That bill was in response to hazing in the sponsoring representative's district. He was referring to an incident at Maine South
High School in 2012 which led to civil suits against the school and coaches
that year. 98th General Assembly, House Proceedings, 4/12/13,.at page 112;
App. at A35; dailyherald.com/article/20161108/news/161108 -996/ (last visited

1/22/17) (reporting settlement of the action and reflecting the dates).
By that time, Quinn had been in the books for 26 years and Haben for
21 years. The legislature is presumed to have been aware of both cases and
that both cases recognized common law actions resting on hazing involving
alcohol. Piclet v. Piclet, 2012 IL 112064, ¶ 48, 978 N.E.2d 1000, 1013 (court
noted legislature had revisited and revised the statute at issue on multiple
occasions over a substantial period of time after its judicial construction
without changing it). The legislators were expressly aware that alcohol is
often used in fraternity hazing, they knew hazing remained a significant
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problem, and they knew courts were looking at the Hazing Act to set the
standard of care in civil hazing cases based on common law.
The fact that the 2013 amendment was motivated by a civil suit (which
led to criminal charges) also shows the legislature was aware that the Hazing
Act was relevant to and would support common law negligence claims. If
that were not enough, one representative noted that what he called crafty
attorneys would be filing civil actions on behalf of hazing victims. 4 Id. at 121
22; App. at A36-A37. The legislature was also clearly aware that hazing
conduct, involving alcohol consumption generally remained an issue,
evidenced by the fact that one representative mentioned this very case. Id. at
129; App. at A39.
Despite all that, the legislature did nothing to undo the holdings of

Quinn and Ha hen or limit the ability of hazing victims to point to the Hazing
Act as the standard of care. Consequently, under welFknown guidelines for
determining legislative intent, courts must presume that the legislature
approves actions like this. The defendant members add an argument that
the presumption of legislative acquiescence to judicial interpretation of
statutes does not apply here because the relevant decision comes from an
intermediate appellate court. Members br. at 23. The authority they cite

(Hamptoth says only that this Court is the final arbiter of the law, not that

' That undercuts the members' argument at page 17 that the legislature never referred to
possible tort liability.

the legislature does not rely on intermediate appellate court opinions. There
is no authority for their contention.
The members also argue that the absence of any reference to Quinn or

Haben in the 1995 legislative history is significant. Members br. at 14. Their
implication is that if the legislature had acknowledged either case while
amending the Act, that would "significantly" reflect legislative approval of
civil tort actions for hazing including actions such as this based on alcohol
- - consumption. Given that the legislative history

does show extensive

legislative knowledge of hazing incidents and issues and specific mention of
civil actions, it follows from defendants' argument that the legislature did
implicitly approve civil tort actions for hazing including actions based on
alcohol related incident.
Defendants essentially ask this Court to excise alcohol related hazing
cases from the arena of common law hazing cases even though the legislature
by way of the amendment creating a felony sent the message that it wants to
prevent serious hazing of any kind. Defendants' construction of the Hazing
-- Act would produce exactly the opposite of the legislature's manifest-intent, a
scenario where alcohol related kinds of hazing would be tolerated.
The legislature's decision not to amend the Hazing Act by denying its
relevance in Quinn type claims or otherwise move to block common law
hazing actions involving alcohol implicitly endorsed the right to bring claims
for injury or death resulting from hazing regardless of the hazing mechanism
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producing the injury or death. The Hazing Act sets the standard of care for
common law claims seeking compensation for injury or death regardless of
whether the mechanism of the hazing related injury is physical attack,
mental abuse, performing dangerous stunts or drinking lethal amounts of

alcohol. Noyola v. Board of Education of the City of Chicago, 179 I11.2d 121,
129, 688 N.E.2d 81, 84 (statutes designed to protect human life set the
standard of care required of a reasonable person).
The continued side by side existence of the two statutes (Dram Shop - and Hazing Act) as construed by the courts without change implicitly shows
that the legislature recognizes a distinction between claims brought for
injures or death caused by social host conduct in serving alcohol and claims
brought for injuries or death caused by hazing. The claims are distinct and
different because the context of the conduct in each scenario is so different, a
point explicitly recognized by the Quinn court. Indeed, the distinction
between the two situations, social drinking and organizational hazing, was
critical to that court's analysis.

Hazing differs from social situations.
In distinguishing hazing from social situations, the

Quinn court

specifically noted the social pressure that exists once a student pledges a
fraternity. Ic!. at 238, 507 N.E.2d at 1198. Not every reader might share a
high opinion of fraternities or the value of their role in education or life.
However, as that decision recognized, the relevant perspective is the

PR

viewpoint of the young student who has pledged a fraternity with the goal of
being accepted as a member. That person puts a valued status on
membership, as alleged here, and that in turn drives their behavior in such
circumstances. Haben v. Anderson, 232 Ill.App.3d 260, 262, 597 N.E.2d 655,
656 (1992); App. at A40 (15) (allegation that membership was a highly valued
status). That is entirely different from the social dynamics in a typical social
environment.
As one author of over 500 articles on fraternities noted, students are
moved to join fraternities because at that age they are looking for acceptance,
having left behind all they are familiar with. They don't want to be left
behind or be friendless at college; many are looking for leadership experience
and hoping to build their resume. Thefraternityadvisor.com/reasonswh
guysjoin-a-fraternity/ (last viewed July 17, 2015). That scenario and the
hazing that often goes with admission into a fraternity is nothing like the
simple social gathering painted by defendants.
The need to join is a powerful influence on behavior of students in such
situations; Ramapo Journal of Law--&Society, Effects of Hazing on-Student

Self-Esteem

(thesis) at pp. 2, 3 (11/23/16, at ramapo.edullaw

journa1Jthesis/effectwhazingstudentsel&esteemstudrhazingpractices
greek-organizationsstatetollege/ (last visited). Courts have recognized the
social "power dynamics" at work in such situations.

Williams v. Wend/er,

2007 WL 2410094 at *4 (S.D. Ill. 2007), affd 530 F.3d 584 (7th Cir. 2008). As
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a New York court put it, pledges trade their insecurities and free will for the
promise of acceptance and prestige that fraternity membership appears to
confer. A jury might find that the pledge's acceptance of hazing as the price
of admission to the fraternity's acceptance is not truly voluntary.

Oja v.

Grand Chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity, Inc., 174 Misc.2d 966, 968-69, 667
N.Y.S.2d 650, 652 (1997); State v. Brown, 90 Ohio App.3d 674, 686, 630
N.E.2d 397, 404 (1993) (referring to the prestige of membership which
motivates pledges).

Oja is also noteworthy because of its reliance on the philosophy
underlying both Haben and Quinn.

The Oja court agreed with the

assessment in those cases of the enormous peer pressures on young men in
this scenario and acknowledged the coercive effect of the initiation ritual. It
held that scenario presented questions for a trier of fact. 5 See also, Krueger

v. Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta, Inc., 004292G, 2001 WL 1334996, at *4
(Mass. Super. May 18, 2001) (ruling that coercion could be inferred).
A pledge by definition wants to join the fraternity and the very act of
wanting to join shows how—much value that person—puts on becoming a
member. Pledging is not an act taken lightly by students because it takes
significant personal input and time and amounts to a significant prospective
social commitment. The Quinn court noted that the fraternity system creates
social pressure. The court said "It can be assumed that great social pressure
The nature of the social pressures will be described through expert testimony at trial.
See, e.g., Ballou v. Sigma Nu General Fraternity, 291 S.C. 140, 153, 352 S.E.2d 488,
496-97 (1986) (expert testified about group dynamics, a subject beyond ajuror's ken).

ka

was applied to (the pledge) to comply with the fraternity's membership
'qualifications', perhaps to the extent of blinding (himselO to any dangers he
might face." Quinn, supra, at 237, 507 N.E.2d at 1197.
The pledge is like a job applicant who has been hired but is working
with a company only on a probationary basis pending final approval, waiting
for the employer to see how the applicant fits in. The applicant not only
wants the position but by that point is invested in the hiring process and very
much wants the outcome to be favorable. As the court noted, those in charge
control the outcome and they consequently are in position to exert real and
effective social pressure. The applicant, be it a pledge or otherwise, is
particularly susceptible to instructions from those occupying a position
superior to him, regardless of whether that instruction is direct or implied.
Those in the superior position can effectively coerce the applicant by their
directions or suggestions. Id. at 238, 507 N.E.2d at 1198.
That is entirely unlike the social function described by defendants
where someone simply offers a drink to another person in a neutral
- atmosphere: - The critical sociakpressure element Ismissing in that -latter
context where each enjoys equal status. It is the social pressure element and
the effectiveness of that pressure which created the need for the Hazing Act
and for similar laws in other states. 6 The legislature was aware that persons

6

Forty four states have anti-hazthg laws. Hazingprevention.umd.edulHazingPreventionlHazingStatistics.aspx, citing Alfred University Study, Drs. Pollard and Allen, et al.,
(1999).
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under that kind of social pressure might not exercise the adult common sense
which would ordinarily govern their conduct in group situations. The Act
acknowledged this kind of situation, where someone desiring admission to an
organization operating within the education system must go through hazing
to reach that goal.
The legislature implicitly recognized that the social dynamics in a
hazing scenario are very different from those in an everyday social scenario.
The young man seeking fraternity membership is more likely to acquiesce to - directions or suggestions about behavior that he or she would never entertain
in a normal social context. That is presumably why the legislature made
such conduct illegal and why it has not moved to change the case law
allowing civil hazing actions.

Plaintiffs claim satisfies the traditional dutyAna lysis.
In determining whether there is a common law duty that would
support a claim for civil liability, courts look to foreseeability, the likelihood
of injury, the magnitude of the burden of guarding against the injury, and the
- -- --------- -

consequences-of-placing-the-burden-on-the -defendant; -Quinn; supra at 235
507 N.E.2d at 1196, citing Lance v. Senior, 36 I11.2d 516, 224 N.E.2d 231
(1967); Ballot, v. Sigma Nu Genera] Fraternity, 291 S.C. 140, 146-47, 352
S.E.2d 488, 492-93 (1986). The Sigma Nu court, using a duty analysis like
that used in Illinois, had no difficulty finding both a duty under common law
and a breach of that duty, in a very similar hazing event.
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Foreseeability is obvious. This type of incident, where pledges suffer
injury as the result of coerced activities, has historically been associated with
fraternities and sororities. For example, see The Dark Power of Fraternities,
Caitlin Flanagan, The Atlantic, March 2014; theatlantic.comfeatures/archi
ve/2014/O2/thedarkrnoweroFfraternities/35758O (last visited 7/17/15); R.
C3968 (describing nationwide problems at a large fraternity). The
consequences of hazing are common knowledge.
En.wikipedia.org/wikiiList_of_hazing_deaths_in_the_United_States (last
visited 11/23/16); hanknuwer.com/articles/hazinrdeaths/ (a compilation often
referred to in articles addressing hazing). As to the likelihood of injury from
hazing, coercing consumption of alcohol at potentially fatal levels is surely
likely to lead to injury, thus satisfying that factor.
As to the third factor, there is no burden caused by requiring a
fraternity and its members to guard against or refrain from hazing because
that is already the law and obeying the law is never an undue burden.
Finally, the only consequence of finding a duty not to coerce pledges with
alcohol or otherwise would be to save lives and preserve the dignity of the
institutions involved. That surely justifies a duty.
The facts alleged show a duty and a cause of action under

Quinn,

supra, and Haben v. Anderson, 232 Ill.App.3d 260, 597 N.E.2d 655 (1992), for
violating that duty. The facts supporting a duty are set out in the Statement
of Facts and will only be summarized here. Pledging this fraternity involved
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a series of events intended to familiarize active members with pledges. App.
at A19 (113). The members held the fatal "Mom and Dad's Night" event at the
fraternity house. App. at A19 (14). The very fact it was held at the
"institution" and involved members emphasized this was not just a social
function but rather an official fraternity event with all that accompanies such
an event.
Pledges were misled into believing there was a rational purpose for the
event. They were told it was to allow them to learn the identities of their
Greek father and mother and encourage a mentoring relationship with those
persons. App. at A21

(11 13 ). They were given a specific date and time to

report, again an element removing it from the realm of the usual social
scenario where one chooses whether to come and when to come. App. at A20
(112). Finally, the event was mandatory and a prerequisite for membership,
an allegation more concrete than the de facto requirement for membership
found sufficient in Ha hen to justifr a hazing claim under Quinn. App. at A20

(11 11 ), 22-23 (1125); Haben, supra, at 263, 597 N.E.2d at 657.
All that shows the conduct of the various defendants -fell-within the
scope of the conduct made illegal by the Hazing Act and that the appellate
court was correct when it found that the complaint stated a common law
cause of action for hazing.
Defendants argue that the criminal remedy provided by the Hazing
Act is more than sufficient and that plaintiff should not be given a private
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right of action under that statute. Eta Nu br. at 24-26; Members hr. at 19.
The argument by thedefendant members is particularly remarkable because
they had earlier acknowledged, at page 11, that the issue here is whether
plaintiff has a common law right of action (not a private right of action under
the statute). The appellate court agreed, saying it was deciding whether
there exists a cause of action under the common law for injury caused by

hazing. Bogenberger, supra at ¶23.
This Court could find a private right of action but plaintiff does not require the court to go that far because he has a common law cause of action,
just as the court below found. Other states that have examined this kind of
scenario concur. One explained that a violation of the state's criminal-hazing
statute constituted both negligence per se and common law negligence.

Ex

parte Barran, 730 So. 2d 203, 204 (Ala. 1998). Another noted that all the acts
proscribed by the hazing statute were also actionable at common law. Nisbet

v. Bucher, 949 S.W.2d 111, 117 (Mo- Ct. App. 1997). Other states have
acknowledged that Illinois recognizes a common law action for injury from
- ---hazing. Oja v Grand Chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity,—Inc., 174 Misc.2d 966,
969, 667 N.Y.S.2d 650, 652 (1997).
We also know that the existence of a criminal statute does not negate a
common law cause of action based on conduct which is also the subject of the
criminal statute. Andrews v. Porter, 70 Ill. App. 2d 202, 211, 217 N.E.2d 305,
310 (1966); Howe v. Clark Eqi4u. Co., 104 Ill. App. 3d 45, 50, 432 N.E.2d 621,
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624-25 (1982) (court assumed both the criminal prosecution and the common
law action exist simultaneously). That is also seen in a Connecticut hazing
case where the trial court had ruled that the plaintiff erred by bringing his
claim under common law rather than as a private right of action under the
anti-hazing statute. The appellate court reversed, finding a common law
cause of action was available in addition to the right of action under the
statute. Grenier vt Comm 'r of Transp., 306 Conn. 523, 526-27, 51 A.3d 367,
372-73 (2012).
In any event, this court has held that violation of a statute like the
Hazing Act designed to protect human life "is prima fade evidence of
negligence, and that the party injured thereby has a cause of action, provided
he comes within the purview of the particular ordinance or statute, and the
injury has a direct and proximate connection with the violation."

First Nat.

Bank in DeKaib v. City of Aurora, 71 Ill. 2d 1, 9, 373 N.E.2d 1326, 1330
(1978). The appellate court in Quinn recognized that rule, citing Aurora.

Quinn v. Sigma Rho Chapter of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 155 III. App. 3d
231, 238, 507 N.E.2d 11931198 (1987). Plaintiff sclaim here falls under
that rubric.
Finally, plaintiff answers defendants' contention that Doe supports
their position that no other statute regulating behavior has any application if
the conduct on which the civil claim is based is in any way related to the use
of alcohol. Eta Nu br. at 28; Members br. at 19; Doe v. Psi Upsilon
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International, 2011 IL App (1st) 110306, ¶4, 963 N.E.2d 327, 331. The
plaintiff there alleged she became intoxicated at a fraternity house and
consequently was later raped at a non-member's residence. She brought suit
only under the Gender ViolenceAct. The court's primary point was that the
defendant national organization was not liable because plaintiff had not
shown a connection between the national and the one-time party at a house
run only by the local organization. The national had no reason to know of the
event. Consequently, Doe's further holding on which defendants rely is pure

dicta.
Even the dicta is inapposite because the only allegation was that the
plaintiff had been served alcohol and that the defendant was liable as a social
host. There was no hazing at issue, and the defendant had nothing to do with
the gender violence. The court had just ruled on that. Here, plaintiffs
complaint alleges that the Mom and Dad's Night hazing event was part of
defendants' broader business plan to generate fees and dues to support the
fraternal organizations and that all the conduct at issue occurred in the
fraternity

house;

further distinguishing it from Doe. -

H.

Plaintiffs alleged that the fraternity members voluntarily assumed a
duty to care for the pledges when they monitored them with breathalyzers,
placed the insensate pledges in rooms designated earlier for that purpose as
part of the plan, and ordered others not to obtain medical care. The appellate
court properly found that sufficiently stated a cause of action based on
voluntary undertaking.
Plaintiff alleged that the defendant members and officers voluntarily
assumed a duty to care for and safdguard David Bogenberger as part of their
37

plan for Mom and Dad's Night. Plaintiffs complaint accused those
defendants of planning to place the unconscious pledges, including David,
into designated rooms, with their heads and bodies oriented so they would
not choke on their vomit. App. at A5 (1fl17, 8). They planned to check the
pledges periodically. App. at A5

(1[8). Fraternity officers even kept a

breathalyzer and used it to monitor the blood alcohol levels of the
unconscious pledges. App. at A5 (lJio).
Pledges were assisted to the basement for the end stage of the event and when they began to pass out, taken to the rooms designated earlier for
that purpose. App. at A8 (129). Members continued to check on the pledges
during the evening. App. at A9 (J32).
Officers and members discussed whether to seek medical assistance for
the pledges, but decided not to do that. Significantly, they directed other
members not to call 911 or otherwise help the pledges. App. at A9 (1J33). The
latter allegation was identical to the allegation supporting a similar cause of
action in Wakulich. Wakulich v. M.raz, 203 III. 2d 223, 227, 785 N.E.2d 843,
- 846(2003); The-president and -a member continued their -involvement as-late
as 11:00 p.m. when they sent a mass text to the other fraternity officers and
members instructing them to delete any photo or video of a "passed out
pledge." App. at A8 (1J31). They essentially directed members to destroy
evidence of their misconduct.
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The court below found those facts supported a cause of action based on
the defendant members voluntarily assumption of a duty to care for David
Bogenberger.

Bogenberger, supra at ¶38. Plaintiff also alleged that the

involved individuals acted in concert so that no specific identification of each
individual was necessary because they were liable as a group. App. at A50-51

(iJs); R. C3063-64. A person is liable for injuries to a third person caused by
the tortious conduct of another when the person acts "in concert" or
"pursuant to a common design" with the tortfeasor.

Norman v. Brandt, 397

Ill. Api. 3d 1074, 1080-81, 929 N.E.2d 14, 19 (2010). That is a reàognized
cause of action in Illinois. Borcia v. Hatyina, 2015 IL App (2d) 140559, ¶ 23,
31 N.E.3d 298, 305.

The conduct here parallels the conduct in Wakulich.
The complaint's allegations track the similar facts in Haben and

Wakulich, facts which the appellate court in Haben and this Court in
Wakulich said stated a cause of action based on a voluntary undertaking to
care for pledges. Haben v. Anderson, 232 Ill.App.3d 260, 597 N.E2d 655, 660
(1992); Wakulich v. Mraz, 203 Ill.2d 223, 24546, 785 N.E.2d 843, 856-57
(2003). In Wakulich, the plaintiff alleged only that defendants placed her in
a room to observe her after observing her vomiting from alcohol consumption.
They did not get medical care and prevented others present from calling 911.
This Court noted that the voluntary duty question was distinct from the
social host liability issue it had addressed earlier. It affirmed the appellate
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court's finding that the complaint stated a cause of action for voluntary
undertaking. Id at 245-46, 785 N.E.2d at 857.
In Ha hen, the plaintiff similarly alleged that the defendant allowed the
intoxicated and unconscious pledge to be placed on the floor and then checked
on him during the night and heard gurgling. Id. at 268, 597 N.E.2d at 660.
That court also found that sufficient to support the allegation of a voluntary
undertaking of a duty, even under those sparse allegations.
- - Even though the trial court here barred plaintiff from obtaining
discovery from the individual defendants and other pledges (because they
were potential witnesses in the criminal case), plaintiffs allegations are more
detailed and thus provide even more information to support a cause of action
for voluntary undertaking. 7 Consequently, the same result should occur here
as in Wakulich and Ha hen.
In response to the voluntary undertaking allegation, the defendant
chapter argues that the complaint did not show the members made the
victim's condition worse and the members raise that argument in a veiled
- fashion. EtaNu br. at 32; Members-br. at 26-27. The chapter did not make
that argument in its motion to dismiss and it is waived. R. C2864 (v12)
(motion); Coleman v. H.insdale Emergency Med Corp., 108 Ill.App.3d 525,
531, 439 N.E.2d 20, 25 (1982) (reviewing court cannot reverse on basis of an
alleged pleading defect which was correctable).

The focus of those investigations and proceedings is different from the objectives of
civil discovery, and therefore necessarily of limited value at the pleading stage.

A

In any event and as noted above, the allegations showed the members
took complete control of the insensate pledges. As part of that control, they
directed that no one seek help or call 911. App. at A9 (1133). That alone
shows that defendants adversely affected the outcome, and

Wakulich

established that such conduct brings the actors within the scope of voluntary
undertaking.
One court has even gone so far as to hold that failure to call 911 may
be a wholly separate and independent tort.

Skolnik v. A/lied Prop. & C'as. -

Ins. Co., 2015 IL App (1st) 142438, 45 N.E.3d 1161. There, the defendant
drugged a young woman in a bar, took her home, gave her methadone, and
had involuntary sex with her while she was unconscious. Rather than call
911, he let her "sleep it off'. She died and her estate sued. Finding that the
exclusion for injuries caused by controlled substances did not apply in that
insurance coverage case, the court held it was a question of fact whether the
woman might have survived if the insured had called 911, and said the
failure to do so constituted an independent act. Id. at ¶45.
-- -�

-�
-

--

There is no issueRbout the scope ofagency.

The Eta Mu chapter includes an argument that its members were not
acting within the scope of their authority at the end of the event when they
assumed care for the pledges who the members' conduct had brought to the
point of intoxication. It claims the members' management of the intoxicated
and insensate pledges, presumably including the directions not to call for
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medical help and to destroy evidence, was "simply the result of an ad hoc
assembly of stifi-awake fraternity members". Eta Nu br. at 34.
That is a remarkable argument in light of the nature of the hazing
event where the intoxication which resulted in David's death was the planned
and intended consequence of the fraternity's pledge event and indeed its
focus. Having earlier designated rooms for the now unconscious pledges as
part of their plan for Mom and Dad's Night and made arrangements in
advance to care for them, the members continued care of him at all points
was one of the steps in that process. That process was established before the
event began. Things like room assignments, moving the intoxicated pledges
to the rooms and giving them decorated buckets to vomit into, were all part of
the event. The chapter does not argue against agency with respect to the
member's conduct during the earlier phases of the event and nothing shows
that the unchallenged agency relationship changed once the pledges became
unconscious.
The hazing event was one process, not a series of events where the
- - - - chapter's members popped in and out of -the scope of their authority over the
evening. The chapter attempts to break the event into segments and argues
that members' roles changed from segment to segment. Courts have always
rejected such tactics. That is seen in medical negligence cases where a claim
is brought late under the relation back doctrine. The defense claims the
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particular care which is the subject of the amended complaint is distinct from
the medical care already timely at issue, and thus too late.
Courts, taking the transactional view used where res judicata is being
applied, have concluded that the medical care ordinarily constitutes a single
event. Zabel v. Cohn, 283 III. App. 3d 1043, 1050-51, 670 N.E.2d 877, 882
(1996) (discussing transactional approach). For example, in FYgueroa, the
court approved relation back after finding that the birth transaction included
events happening both before and after birth, even though those were all
discrete events. Figueroa v. Illinois Masonic Center, 288 Ill.App.3d 921, 924,
681 N.E.2d 64, 66 (1997). The same is true here.
The Eta Nu chapter contends plaintiff cannot possibly meet the
voluntary undertaking requirements set out in Wakulich because the 27
members could not all have taken "exclusive" charge of the plaintiff. Eta Nu
br. at 30-31. The chapter says Wakulich mandates that a defendant cannot
voluntarily undertake a duty unless that person takes "complete and
excluäive charge" of the injured person. However and critically, that is not
what this Court said in Wakulich.
The Court there set out the Restatement's pronouncement on
voluntary undertaking; the Restatement predicates liability on the simple act
of undertaking to render services to another. That is all. Neither the
Restatement nor this Court requires complete and "exclusive" control,
contrary to the chapter's representation. The defendant chapter's error was

BI

that it apparently read what the plaintiff alleged in Wakulich and mistakenly
construed that as the court's holding on the law.

Wakulich

it.

Mraz, 203

Ill.2d 223, 243, 785 N.E.2d 843, 855 (2003).
Both defendants' briefs mention that some of plaintiffs allegations
were based on information and belief. Eta Nu br. at 33; Members br. at 28.
Neither raised that in their points relied on as grounds for seeking review
and neither present any argument here, so any implied argument is forfeited.

Sulli van

it.

Edward Hosp., 209 III. 2d 100, 124, 806 N.E.2d 645, 660-61 (2004)

(not raised in points relied on). In the same vein, defendants did not make
that argument in the circuit court after plaintiff included the "on information
and belief' phrase in his fourth and fifth amended complaints. R. C2561,
C2583.
In any event, the appellate court recognized that plaintiff was entitled
to rely on information and belief because the circuit court had barred the
discovery sought by plaintiff but for one deposition of Justin Buck, the chief
operating officer of the national fraternity.

Bogenberger, supra at ¶34.

Several cases explain why courts deem allegations based on information and
belief sufficient. Those courts noted that in some cases, relevant facts are not
known to the plaintiff. In re Estate of DiMatteo, 2013 IL App (1st) 122948,
fl83-84, 995 N.E.2d 420, 438.
An allegation based on information and belief may not be the precise
equivalent of an allegation of relevant fact, but courts acknowledge that at
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the pleading stage, a plaintiff does not have the benefit of discovery to discern
the facts hidden from him.

Id. If he pleads what he can, that is deemed

sufficient. Patrick Engineering, Inc. v. City of Naperville, 2012 IL 113148,
¶40, 976 N.E.2d 318, 331-32 (relied on by defendants but approving
sufficiency of allegations based on information and belief).
This Court has always recognized that a plaintiff need not plead facts
with precision if the information needed to plead those facts is within the
knowledge and control of the defendant, as was the situation here.

Holton

K

Resurrection Hospital, 88 Ill.App.3d 655, 658-59, 410 N.E.2d 969, 972-72
(1980). The rule assists a plaintiff who may be unable to discover the
necessary information needed to draft a detailed complaint before bringing
the action.8 Here, plaintiff several times sought permission to conduct
discovery. R. C3265 (v14) (final motion with attorney's affidavit).
Defendants opposed all discovery (see, e.g., R. C2094 (v9)) and the court
denied discovery but for that one deposition. See, e.g., R. C3268 (v14) (order).
The court below noted specifically that plaintiffs counsel explained
why he was forced to rely on information andbelief andthat-he-also-showed------
the court what he had relied on in so pleading. Bogenberger, supra at 134, 56
N.E.3d. at 15. Plaintiffs motion identified the specific discovery needed,
naming individuals and describing what counsel knew from police records. R.
C3268 (v14). Among other things, he provided the court with the police
Moreover, a fair reading of the Fifth Amended Complaint shows it is sufficiently
specific for any stage of the litigation.
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summaries of interviews with fraternity officers Omar Salameh and Alex
Jandick. R. C3936; App: at A51; R. C3941; App. at A55.
Salameh described the event much as plaintiff alleged. R. C3935 (vifi).
The pledges were given the perception they had to go through the pledging
process "and complete the events", which would include this Greek Mom and
Dad's Night, to become members. The pledges viewed this as a mandatory
meeting. R. C3936-37 (v16); App. at A51. The fraternity led them to believe
that if they did not participate, they would not become active members. If
they did not drink, they would be harassed.
Salameh described it as a common event and said all the houses
(presumably meaning the national fraternity) participate. He confirmed the
amount of drinking and significantly confirmed this was not a "party
atmosphere type event", contrary to the spin his own counsel now try to put
on the event. R. C3937 (vlG); App. at A52. That echoes plaintiffs point that
this was a fraternity hazing event, not a social host situation. Relevant to
the voluntary undertaking issue, he described how they checked the pledges
- after they passed out. Jandick; the fraternity president - who --carried a
portable breathalyzer, confirmed this event was mandatory. R. C3941 (vifi);
App. at A55. He also confirmed that pledges were pressured to drink and
were given the impression they had to drink.
The chapter's brief closes its scope agency argument, directed solely at
members' care of the pledges after they were intoxicated, with a naked
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conclusion that plaintiff did not plead vicarious liability. Eta Nu br. at 35.
The appellate court disagreed, finding that the complaint alleged both direct
and vicarious liability. Bogenberger, supra at 141, 56 N.E.3d at 17. In any
event, the chapter did not include that defense in its motion to dismiss and it
is waived. R. C2864 (v12); Coleman v. Hinsdale Emergency Med Corp., 108
Ill.App.3d 525, 531, 439 N.E.2d 20, 25 (1982) (reviewing court cannot reverse
on basis of an alleged pleading defect which was correctable).

CONCLUSION
When the Court considers how to carry out the policies underlying
what defendants argue are competing statutes but plaintiff views as
complementary statutes, plaintiff offers the following guidance from a
respected federal jurist explaining the urgency of curtailing hazing:
When one set of students sets to prey upon another set of
students in a ritualistic exercise, the consequences of which will
necessarily effect the students' relationships while they are all
in attendance at the same school, the ability of school officials to
act in the area and discipline those who went beyond the pale of
tolerable student behavior is manifest. Today's juniors, who will
-- - be-tomorrow's seniors, may well -feel emboldened--when it comestheir turn next year. The school has a right, and a duty, to
retard the growth of incivility among its students. Gendelman
v. Glenbrook N High Sch., 03 C 3288, 2003 WL 21209880, at *2
(N.D. Ill. May 21, 2003).
The legislature surely had that in mind when it created the Hazing Act
many years ago and then amended it just five years ago. Its intent is best
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brought into bloom by acknowledging a common law action for hazing related
injuries even where alcohol is a component of that hazing.
For those reasons, plaintiff Gary Bogenberger, special administrator of
the estate of David Bogenberger, deceased, requests that the decision of the
appellate court be affirmed.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK cothffi. ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DIViSION
GARY L. I3OGENBERGER, as Special
Administrator or the Estate of DAVID R.
IIOGENBERGER, deceased,
Plaintiff,
vs.�

) No. 20131001616

- LI KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION, Inc., )K
A ForeIgn Corporation, P1 KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNiTY, an
Unincorporated Association, ETA NU
CHAPTER OF PT KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY
AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS. an UnIncorporated Association, ALEXANDER
M. JANDICK, indivIdually and as an Officer)
oIETANUCHAPrEI4OFfl*CAPPA
ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY)
AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY.)
JAMES P. HARVEY 1 individually and as
an Officer of Pt KAPPA ALPHA ETA�
)
NU Chapter, OMAR SALAMEIL individuaflyandasanOfflcvrofPlKAPPA K
)
ALPHA ETA Nil Chapter, PATRICK W.
MERRILL individually and as an Officer
of ETA ML' CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA�
)
ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY)
AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY,)
STEVEN A. L1DERT, individually and as
an Officer of Pt KAPPA ALPHA ETA MI
Chapter, JOHN JIUTCUffiSON, individually)
And as Officer of LI KAPPA ETA NIJ
Chapter. DANIEL ITIACINI 1 individually
and as an Officer of N KAPPA ETA Nh
Chapter, MICHAELJ. l'IIILLIP.Jr., K
)
THOMAS F. COSTELLO, DAVID R.
SAILER, ALEXANDER D. RENN,
MICRAa A. MARROQUIN, ESTEFAN
A. DIAZ. HAZEL A. VERGARALOPE.

10

-K

- -

--

MKIIAEL U. ifEST, ANDRES J.
JIMENEZ, Jr., ISAIAH LOn, ANDREW
W. BOULEANU, NICHOLAS A. SUTOR,
NELSON A. IRIZARRY, JOUNNY P.
WALLACE, DANIEL S. POST 4 NSENZI K.
SALASTh1, RUSSELL P. COYNER,
GREGORY PETRYKA KEVIN ROSSE1TL)
THOMAS BRALIS, ALYSSA
ALLEGREnI, JESSICA
ANDERS, KELLY BURBACK, CHRISTINA)
CAItRISA, RAQUEL CBAVE4 LiNDSEY)
FRANK, DANIELLE CLENNON,
KRIShNA KVNZ, JANET LUNA,
NICHOLE MINMCI4 COURTNEY
ODENTHAL, LOGAN REDPIELD, KATIE)
REPORTO, TIFYANY SCHEINFURTH,
ADRIANNASOTELO, PRUDENCE
WILLRET, XARRISA AZARELA, MEGAN)
LEDONE. NICHOLE MANFREDINI,
JILLIAN MERRIL MONICA SICOWRON
and PIKE ALUM. L.L.0
Defendünts. - K
)

Plaintiff GARY L. BOGENBE'RGER. as Special Administrator of the Estate of David K.
Bogenberger. deceased. complaining of detndants P1 KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION, INC.
a Foreign Corporation, Fl KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an
Uniniarporatcd Association, ETA NU CHAPTER OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNA116NAL
FRATERNITY AT NOTCIl-IERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. a Voluntary Unincorporated
- Associatioir(atso known as PiKappaEta Ntf') (collectivcly'Pi Kappa Alpha rraiemitfl -,
ALEXANDER M. .IAND1CK. individually and as an Officer of ETA Nil CHAPTER OF P1
KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY ATNORTHERN ILLINOIS
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0

UNIVERSITY, JAMES P. UAkVEY. tndividually and as an Officer of Pt KAPPA ALPHA
ETTA NU Chapter, C)MAR SALAMEI-I. individually and as an Officer of ETA NO CHAPTER
OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY, PATRICK W. MERRaL, individually and as an Officer of ETA NV CHAPTER
OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNA11ONAL FRATERNITY AT NORThERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY. S1tVEN A LrnERT, individually and as an Officer of ETA Nil CHAPTER OF
Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORTHERN ILliNOiS K
UNIVERSITV, JOHN HUTCHINSON. individually and as Officer of ETA P41) CHAPTER
OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATiONAL FRATERNITY AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY, DANIEL BIAGINI, individually and as Officer of P1 KAPPA ALPHA ETFA

Mi Chapter. MICHAEL). PHILLIP. Jr.. THOMAS F. COSTELLO, DAVID R. SAILER,
ALEXANDER D. RENN, MICHAEL A. MARROQUIN, ESTEFAN A. DIAZ. HAZEL&
VERGARALOPE, MICHAEL 0. PFEST, ANORES JIMENEZ, Jr.. ISAIAH Loll', ANDREV
W. ROULEANU. NICHOLAS A. SUTOR, NELSON A. IRIZARRY, JOHNNY P. WALLACE;
DANIEL S. POST. NSENZI K. SALASINI and RUSSELL P. COYNER. GREGORY
PETRYKA, KEVIN ROSETFI, THOMAS BRALIS, ALYSSA ALLEGR.Errl, JESSICA
ANDERS, KELLY BURBACK, CHRISTINA CARRISA, RAQUEL CHAVEZ, LINDSEY
FRANK. DANIELLE aENNON, KRISTNNA KUNZ. JANET LUNA, NICFIOLE MINNICK,
COURTNEY ODENTI-IAL, LOGAN REDFIELD. KA11E REPORTO, TIFFANY
SCHEINFURTH. ADRIANNA SOTELO, PRUDENCE WILlS, I<AEtISSA AZARELA.
MEGAN LEDONE, NICHOLE MANFREDINI, JILLIAN MERBJL, MONICA SKOWROI4 and
PIKE ALUM. LLC. states:
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STATEMI.NT OP FACFS
Mom and Dad's N4ighC. also known as 'treck Family Night. is a common
fraternity pledging activity practiced in the same or similar forms by chapters of the N Kapia
Alpha orgnniiation and ether fraternitiet and sororities throughout the ceuntxy;
Upon irifonnation and bcticf, prcscntlyuriknown employees or agents of II
2.K
- - K Kappa Alpha Corporation. Inc., and/or RI Kappa Alpha International Fraternity told presently K
unknown officers and/or active niembers of the Eta Nu Chapter of Fl Kappa Alpha at Northern
Illinois University that "Cheek Family Nights" were "good for fledge and member retention".
and thus encouraged officers and members of Eta Nu to hold such events as a part of Eta Nw's
pledging process.
"Pledging" in the context of fraternity membership are a series of events occurring
3,K
over-several weeks calculated to familiarize active members of the fraternity with potential new
members, commonly known as "pledges". befbrc voting whether each pledge would be accepted
and inhaled Into the fraternity,
Upon infomiation and bIle? on OctOber29 or 30. 2012 presently unknown
4.K
executive fraternity officers, members of the Pledge Board and active fraternity members of N
Kappa Aipha Eta Nu at Northern Illinois University. OcKaIb, Illinois met and approved and
adopted a pLan for a "Mom and Dads Night" pledge event to be held at the Fi Kappa Alpha Eta
Nu ('raternity house on ilturaday, November 1.2012;
The plan designated seven rooms in the fraternity house to which two or three
5,K
"Greek Couples" would be assigned to ask pledges various questions and gave the required

4

in

-

K

alcohol;
The plan called for the pledges to be divided into approximately seven groups of
two or three pledges to be rotated from room to room every ten minutes;
The plan also called for most Want all of the pledges would become unconscious
and that certain areas of the fraternity were designated as place to put Insensate pledges:
Further, it was called for such btsensate pledges would be checked periodically
-K

and-that their heads and bodies-would he placed and kept so that they would not choke on their
vomit;
According to the plan for "Mom and Dad's Nigbt". executive fraternity officers.
active members and participating women svould not have-to drink alcohol during "Mom and
Dad's Night":
Exccutivc fraternity officors kept brcalhalyzers and used theni to measure and
monitor the blood alcohol Content of the insensate pledges;
Upon information and belief .ptedges. including plaintlirs decedent David It
Bogenbcrgcr, were told by presently unknown executive officers of Pi Kappa Alpha Eta Nu,
Pledge Board members, event planners and active members entged in planning 'Mom and
Dad's Night" that attendance and paiticipation was a mandatory pvc-requisite to activemembership in the fraternity and that they would be required to drink excessive amounts of
alcohol during the event;
Pledges, including plthntiWs decedent David ItBogeriberger, were told by
presently unkitown executive officers, Pledge Roard members and acUve fraternity members to
dress formally and report to the Iratcniity house at 7:30 PM on November I. 2012;
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The pledges including plaintiff's decedent David R. Bogenberger, were told by
presently unknown executive officers, Pledge Board members and active fraternity members that
the purpose of "Mom and Dad's Night" was to learn who each pledge's. Greek Mother and
Father were, and to encOurage the development of mentoring relationships with them;
Upon infonnarion and belief, executive officers of the fraternity, pledge board
members, event planners and active fraternity members left that "Mom and Dad's Night" would
improve the fraternity's retention of pledges as active members, thereby benefitting the entire P1
Kappa Alpha organization through increased income from member dtses;
Upon int'orination and belief, at the October29 or 30, 2012 Eta Nu fraternity
IS.K
meeting where the "Mom and Dad's Night" was announced, approved and adopted presently
unknown executive fraternity afl'icers pledge board membt's and event pLanners sought
volunteets from among active fraternity members fo' use of their moms at the fraternity hous& K
for "Mom and Dad's Night" and assigned two or thite active members to each room;
Executive fhflernity officers, pledge board members and event planners directed
16.K
active members to obtain vodka for the pledges to contume during the event and to contact
sorority women to serve as "Greek Mothers" for the event;
At the October 29cr 30,2012 planning meeting each active member participating
11.K
in "Mom and Dad's Night" selected a pledge for whom he and the designated woman Who would
serve as the pledge's "Greek Mother and Father";
On November 1,2012 at approximately 7:30 PM the pledges. including plaintiff's
IS.K
decedent David R. Bogenbcrger. arrived at the fraternity house 1 and were divided into groups of
two or three and given a list of rooms in the fraternity house to which they were to proceed. inn
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designated order. for ten minutes in each room;
Each pledge was given a 4 ounce plastic cup by executive fraternity officers,
pledge board members and event planners which he brought from room to room where is was
filial with vodka by the active members and women in each rtom for the plcdses to consume as
determined and required by the active members and women there;
Upon information and bcliet in each room the pledges were asked questions by
- -Kactive members and women participants and they then tried to determine whether the active members and wOmen in the p*rticular room were their Greek parents:
Upon information and bclieI. in each room the pledges were directed and required
to consume and given vodka based on the pledge's responses to the questions they were asked by
the active members and women in each room:
Upon information and belief, in each room, the pledges were asked nonseitsical
and personal questions including- involving the pledge's sexual history and preferences by active
member and women participants, to which each pledge responded and was then required and
directed to drink from his 4 ounce glass of vodka;
Pledges expressing-a reluctance to drink as directed and determined by the active
members and women participants were called "pussies" and "bitches" by active members and
women participating in "Mom and Dad's Night" until they assented:
When pledges asked a Greek couple whether they were his Greek parents, they
were told they were not, even when they were, and were then required to drink another 4 ounce
glass of vodka;
Upon information and belief, each pledge, including plaintiff's decedent David B.
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Bogenberger. believed that attending and participating inMom and Dad's Nigbt". and
particularly drinking as direct and to excess as directed by active members and women
patticipahic was a required condition to being elected and initiated into membership orthe P1
Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Upon information and bclicf at the conclusion of the pmg,tssion througji the
26,K
seven deignated rooms, each pledge, including plaintims decedent David R. Bogcnbcrger, had
-.K
consumed) to 5 glasses of vodka in each room in approximately an hour and a half; K
The pledges were then; with assistance from presently unknown active members
and participating women because they were no longer able to watk on Their own, taken to die
basement of the fraternity house where they were told the identity of their (heekparents and
were given customized t-shirts, paddles and buvkets dccQinted by the 'women paflicipaats, to
vomit In:
ilte pledges also vomfted on themselves, each other, in rooms and on hallway
floors
As the pledges began to lose consciousness, they were placed in various
previously designated places in the fraternity house by presently unknown active members,
including an the kitchenand hallway floors
Upon information and belief. ?lairnifrs decedent was placed in-a bed in his Greek
30K
father's room by active member defendant Gregory Pctryka who tried to orient his head and
body so that if he vomited, he vould not choke on it;
At approximately 11:00 PM November I, 2012, executive officers defendants
31.K
Alexander M. Jandick (President of the Eta Nu Chapter) and Patrick W- Merrill of the fraternity

- --

sent a mass text to other officers and active members which read: "ifif you or any girl ytu know
has a pie or vid of a passed out pledge delete it immediately. Just do it. From Jandicic";
Upon information and belief. alter the pledges had become unconscious and had
been placed in the designattd areas, as called icr by their plan, presently unknown fraternity
officers and active members checked occasionally on the pledges, including plalntiWs decedent,
adjusting the position of the pledges' head and body so that if he vomited he would not choke;
Upon information and bclief, after the pledges had became unconscious and had
been placed in designated artas, presently unknown fraternity officers and active members
discussed among themselves whether to call an ambulance or obtain medical attention for the
unconscious pledges. but decided not to. and further they told others not to call 911 or seek
medical care

rot

insensate pledges;

contrary to Northern Illinois University poiicies on panics where alcohol was to
he served at fraternities and sororities, "Mom and Dads Night" had not been rcgislcrtd with the
Student Involvement and Leadership Development or otherwise sanctioned by the University.

On November I. 2012, and at all rnatetial times hereto, defenilant P1 KAPPA
ALPHA. CORPORATION, INC. was a foreigst corpottlion. and P1 KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, was an Unincorporated Association, both engaged in the
business of organizing, promoting, and recnmiting.mbmbcrship in local Pi Kappa Alpha chapter
fraternities and the national. Pi Kappa Alpha organization, including the ETA NU CHAPTER OP
P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNrFY AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS

MI

UNIVERSITY. in DeKalb, Illinois; and, as furTher part of their business, supervised, advised
required and controlled the activities and conduct allis local P1 Itappa Alpha chapter fraternities,
including the Fl Kappa Eta Nu; including specifically binding, mandatory andrequired adherence
to the Iraternity Consitiution. Risk Assessment Manual Chapter Codes and its quarterly
puhtical ion The Shield and Diamond and TheGarnet and Oak/pledge manual_ which among
other things required pledgesto have a minimumhighsciiool grade point average of 2.5,
prohibited pledges from 'vearing pledge pins of another (ktternity until he is inkiated, required a
two-thirds of active members of thelocal fittemity to accepta pledge as a member, established a
Hazing Policy ('No chapter, colony, student or alumnus shall conduct nor condone hazing
activities, defined as 'Any action taken or situtatiob created, intentionally, whether on or off
fraternity premises, to produce mental or physléal discomlért, embarmsment, heritasmeni. or
riducle. Such activities may include, but are not limited to the following: Use of alcohol ..........
directed local chapters in employ ccrtain rccmiting techniques, limited and control the use of..
fraternity symbols and logos.
Through the fl'aternity Constitution, Chapter Codes..Risk Assessment Manual and
2.K
publications such as The Garnet and Gold and The

Shield and bicinond defendants P1 KAPPA

ALPHA, INC., a foreign corporation, and P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATTONAL
FRATEil&NITY, an tjnincoiporated Association. had the right and the power to expel. suspend or
place restrictive remedial conditions on continued operations of local chapten without notice or
proof ofa violation of any standard, law or rule, and particularly reserved the right and power to
assist local chapters in the conduct of rush or pledging activities or require alcohol or hazing
education; and further, through the some sources, had the tight and power to expel, suspend or
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place individual members

or [cent chapters on "alumni status" without not:cc or proolof a

violation of any standard, law or nile; further. .. P1 KAPPA ALPHA, INC.. a foreign corporation.
and RI KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY. an Unincorporsted Association had
the right power and authority to ban and prohibit pledging activIties ouuiflt at local chapters,
including Eta No at Northern Illinois.
Through annual ChapterConsultant on site week long Aflessmenls of each local
-K operations sought and obtained detailed, granular knowledge about the conduct and operations of
-K
local chapters, preparing detailed Chapter Consultant Repasts analyzing each chapters'
recniitment performance, continuing risk awarness education, alumni relatiom ftaacnces,
housing, management, athietics scholarship, campus involvement, community service, public
relations; in particular, defendants P1 KAPPA ALPHA. INC. and P1 KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY know through its Chapter Consultant's reports that the EFA
NU ChAPTER brat least three years beforeand on November 1,2012 that ErA Nil
CHAPTER did not provlile continuing risk education to members, did not have a risk awareness
psognun. had no written crisis management plan ant upon information and belief, had no
functioning risk management committee;and further defendants PT KAPPA ALPHA, INC. and
Pt KAPPA ALPhA INTERNATIONAL rRATERNITY knew, through their Consultant Reports
that Eta No had a reputation.. stigma and image on the Northern Illinois University campus as a
rrnternity of'rneatheadCand recommended diversifying their activities on enmput to develop a
mart positive image.
4..K
On November I, 2012, and at all material times hereto, defendant RI KAPPA
ALPHA CORPORATION, INC. a Foreign Corporation, and P1 KAPPA ALPHA

IAIII

INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association were present in and engaged
in die business of organizing, promoting and recruiting membership in local N Kappa Alpha
fraternities in Cook County. Illinois, including at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois.
On November I. 2012, and at all material tines hereto, defendant Fl KAPPA
ALPHA CORPORATION, INC..a Foreign Corporation, and Pt KAPPA. ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association, were supported by Ices
collected by.local fraternity chapters, including N Kappa Alpha Eta Nu. from fraternity members
and prospective members or pledges: upon information and bcliet,defcndants P1 KAPPA
ALPHA CORPORATION. INC.. a foreign corporation, and P1 KAPPA ALPHA.
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association derived at least 75% of its
gioss income from undergraduate duos and fees and swrc thcrclbrc acutcly dcpcndcnt on
continued and increasing such dues and fees; upon information and belief, officers and active
members of Eta Nu Chapter knew and understood that their continued good standing status as a
N Kappa Alpha chapter depended on continuing and increasing income to the Pt KAPPA
ALPHA CORPORATION. INC., a foreign corporation, and Pt KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Urtincoi,orated Association in the form of
undergraduate dues and fees; further, Fl KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION, INC., a foreign
corporation, and F! KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNf IV. an Unincorporated
Association, tpcciflcally authorized, directed, required and empowered its

Kfr2tcmity

chapters. including Pi Kappa Alpha Eta Nu to collect initiation and other fees from fraternity
pledges and to initiate pledges into the N Kappa Alpha organization.
On November 1,2012 and at all material times hnto, defendant P1 KAPPA
6K
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ALPHA CORPORATION, INC. a Foreign Corporation, and PP KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an UnincorporatedASSOGIEIOU.cOnduc.ted their business of
organizing, promoting and recruiting membership in Fl Kappa Alpha fratetrtities and
organization through, among others. ETA NV CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORThERN ILLINOIS UN1VERSrFY. in DeKaIb,
Illinois.
On November I. 2012. plaintifFs decede4it David K. Bogenbcrgerns a K
7.K
prospective member or.piedgc of the P1 Kappa Alpha Initemity, in DekaIb, Illinois and was and
required by officers of the fraternity to participate in on initiation ritual at the ETA NV
CHAPTER OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORThERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY fraternity house known as "Mom and Dad's Night" as a necessary
condition and rcquircmcat to being accepted for membership in the P3 Kappa Alpha fraternity
and organization1 a valued status at Northern Illinois University.
g,K
Defendant F! KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONA FRATERNITY. INC., and PP
-K

KAPPA ALPHA 1N1ERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association owed
plaintiff's decedent a duty to prevent the Ioreseeable consequences of required excessive.
consumption olalcahol during initiation ritual, including death,

c.�

on November 3, 2012, and at all material times hereto, there was in force and

effect in the State of Illinois a certain statute which prohibits hazing, as when "a person commits
hazing who knowingly requires the performance orany act by a awdent or other person in a
school, college, university or other educational institution of this State, for the purpose of
induction or admission into any gmup, organization, or society associated or connected with that
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institution if(a) the act is not sanctioned or authorized by the educational institution and (ii) the
act results in bodily harm to anyperson" 720 IICS 120/5.
On November I. 2012. and at all material times hereto, dekndants Ft KAPPA
10.K

ALPHA CORPORA11ON, INC..

it

Førtigrt Corpàrution. and F! KAPPA ALPHA

INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association, committed one or more of
the following negligent acts and omissions:
-K

Pennitted and allowed dangerouspledge events being
a.K
undertaken by local P1 Kappa Alpha chapters, including
Fl Kappa Alpha lta its. WIIk1I requited excessive and
dangerous consumption of alcohol to the point of
insensate intoxication in violation of 120 ILCS 12015;
Failed to warn local Pi Kappa Alpha chapters; including
P1 Kappa AIpIa Eta Its, about the dsngert and riskg of
required alcohol related pledge evenm althbugh it
knew, or should have known such rituals are often fatal:

Failed
C.3

to adopt reasonable and effective policies to be

followed by its local fraternity chapters, including P1
Kappa Alpha Era Nu. to prevent dangerous pledge
.cvcnts and activities lnvolving.exccssh'c required and
dangerous consumption of alcohol to the point of
insensate intoxication;

ci.�

Failed to take -reasonable steps to insure its local
chapters. including P1 Kappa Alpha Eta Nix, followed
policies and procedures it claimed to have adopted
regarding required pledge events and activities;
Failed to take reasonable steps to learn whether its total
chapters, including P1 Kappa Alpha Eta Nu, were
following policies and-procedures limitlhgrcquired K
initiations it claimed to have adopted:

--Through its agents and employees encouraged local K
f.K
chapters, including Eta Nu, to hold events similar to
"Mom and Dad's Night" because they were good for
member and pledge retention, therefore increasing
14K
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-

revenue and income to the defendants through dues and
fees;
Failed to ban pledging events and activities outright at
g.K
all of its local chapters although they knew pledge
events and activities were likely to result in bodily harm
and death to fraternity pledges;
Althougji aware that the Eta Mu Chapter did not have a
hK
functioningcontintaing risk.education program or
commiftec for three or more years through annual
inspections and audits by its Chapter Coriultants, failed
to take necessary and appropriate steps within its rights
and powers to insure Eta Nu Chapter implemented a
continuing risk education policy and functioning risk
awareness comtnittcc
Was otherwise careless and negligent

As a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing negligent acts or
It.K
omissions, on November 1.2012. plaintiffs decedent David K. Bogenbergcr was required to
participate in a plcdgc event known as Mom and I)ad's Night" at the ETA Mi CHAPTER OF
Pt KAPPA ALPHA nIrERNArI0NAL FRATERFITY AT NORThER}4 ILLINOiS
UNIVERSITY fraternity house during which plaintifFs decedent David K. Bogenberger was
further required to drink dangerous and excessive amounts of alcohol by fraternity officeis,
active members and others so that his blood alcohol Icvcl reached .43 rng'dl. whereupon he lou
consciousness 4 was placed on a bed in a room in the fraternity house designated for that purpose
by-fraternity mcmbcrs,-and-on -thc-evening-olNovcrnbcr-I-Z-2012-died; whereby his càtatc
uffere4 presumed substantial pecuniary damages within the meaning of the Illinois Wrongful
Death Act (740 ILCS ISO/I ci seq.). Including loss of his society and support, grief to his family.

IS
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Organizing, promoting and recruiting membership in Pi Kappa Alpha fraternities and
organization through among others. ETA NU CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNfl'Y AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, in Dekaib.
Illinois.
On November 1. 2012, plaintifFs decedent David R. Bogenberger was a
prospective member or pledge of the P1 Kappa Alpha fraternity, in DeKaib, Illinois and was and
required by officers of the fraternity to participate in an initiation ritual at theETA NO K
CHAPTER - OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORTHERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSifY fraternity house known as "Morn and Dad's Night" as a netessary
condition and requirement to being accepted thr membership in the N Kappa Alpha fraternity
and orgAnization, a valued status at Northern IllinoisUniversity.
Defendant Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONA FRATERNITY, INC., and Pt
S.K
KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association owed
plaintiff's decedent a duty to prevent the foreseeable consesuenecs of required excessive
consumption of alcohol during initiation ritual, including death.
9.K
On November 1. 2012, and at all material times hereto, there was in force and
effect in the State of Illinois a certain statute which prohibits hazing, as when "a person commits
hazing who knowingly r&tsiits the performance of any act by a student or other person in a
school, collego, university or other educational Institution oIthis State, for the purpose of
induction or admission into any group, organization, or society associated or connected with that
institution if(s) the act is not sanctioned or authorized by the educational institution and (b) the
act tesulu in bodily hatnt to any person." 720 ILCS 12015.
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On November I, 2012, and at all material tines hereto, defendants Pt KAPPA
10K
ALPHA CORPORATION, [NC, a Furein Corportion and P1 KAPPA ALPHA
iNTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an unfrtcorporated Association, committed one or more of
the folIo'ving negligcnl acts and omissions:
Permitted
itP

and allowS dangerous pledge events being
undenaken by local Pt Kappa Alpha chapters. including
P1 Kappa Alpha Eta flu, whlch required excessive and
dangerous consumption of alcohol to the point of
jnsensatc.Intoxication in violation of 120 ILCS 12015;

Failed to warn local P1 Kappa Alpha chapters. including
I,.K
P1 Kappa Alpha Eta Nu, about the dangers and risks of
requiredalcohol related pledge events, although it
knew, or should have known such rituals are often fatal;
Failed to adopt reaonable and effective policies to be
Ibliowed by its local fraternity chapters. including Fl
Icappo Alpha Eta Nu, to prevent dangerous pledge
events and activities involving excessive required and
dungerout consumption of alcohol to the poiinof
insensate intoxication
Failed to take reasonable steps to insure its local
chapters. including Ri Kappa Alpha Eta No, followed
policies and procedures it claimed to have adopted
regarding required pledge events and activities;
Failed to take reasonable steps to learn whether its local
chapters. including P1 Kappa Alpha Eta Nil, were
following policies and procedures limiting required
initiations it claimed to have adopted:
Through its agents andëmployeeS encouraged local
chapters 4 including Eta Ntohold events similar to
"Mom and Dad's Pigltt" because they were good for
member and pledge retention, therefore increasing
revenue and income to the defendants through dues and
fees:
Füiled to ban pledging events and activities outright at
21
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all of its local chapters although they knew pledge
events and activities were likely to result in bodily harm
and death to fraternity pledges;
FtK
Although awtre that the Eta Mu Chapter did not have a
lunctioning continuing risk education progiam or
commiucc for thrvc or more years through annual
inspections and audits by its Chapter Consultants, failed
to take necesaryand appropriate steps within its rights
and powers to insute Eta Nu Chapter implemented a
continuing risk education policy and functioning risk
awareness commilteet
Was nther.%'ise careless and ncgligenL

As a direct and proximate result clone or more of the foregoing negligent acts or
II.K
omissions, on November 1.2012. plainti(rs decedent David R. FIogenbcrgcr was directed to
participate in a required inititition ritual known tons "Mom's and Dad's Night" at the ETA NU
CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY ATNORTHERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY fraternity house during which plaintifFs decedent David R.
Bogcnbcrgcr was given, told, and required to drink dangerous and excessive amounts of alcohol
by fraternity officers, active members and others so that his blood alcohol level reached 43
rngtdl whereupon he lost consciousness, was placed on a bed in a room in the fraternity house
designated-for-that purpose by fraternity-members, and on the evening-of-November 1-2. 2012.
died; and fiu'ther, during the initiation event or ritual known as "Morn and Dad's Night" on
November 12012, plaintiff's decedent David R. t3ogenberger suffered damages within the
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meaning of the Illinois Survival Act (755 ILCS 5127-6). including being made an object of
ridicule, embarrassment and humiliation, pain and suffering.
Plaintiff Gary L. I3ogenbcrger brings this count pursuant to the Illinois Survival
12K
Acts as an Independent Administrator on behalf of beneflciaries of the Estate of David K.
Boenberger, deceased, namely; Gary L. Bogenberger (father), Ruth A. I3ogcnbcrger (modier),
Matthew C. Rogenberger (brother), Megan A. Bogenberger (sister), Alex S. I3ogenberger
- - (brothcr) and Amy R. Bogenberger (sier).
Plaintiff adopts and incorporates herein by reference the "Statement of Facts"
13.K
pp.3-9 . supra.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff respectfully requests this Court entcrjudgment in his-favor and
against thedefendant P1 KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION. INC. a Foreign Corporation and P1
KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNiTY, an Unincorporated Association, for an
amount in excess of One Hundred Thousand Pollars($IO0,00(LOO), plus costs.

COUNT III
On November I, 2012, and at all material times hereto defendant ETA NU
CHAPTER OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORTHERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY was a voluntary unincorporated association and local chapter of?!
KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION, Inc., a foreign corporation, at Northern Illinois University in
DeKaIb, Illinois,
On November I, 2012. and at all material times hereto, defendants ALEXANDER
M. JANDICK, JAMES P. HARVEY. OMAR SALAMEM. PATRICK MERRiLL STEPHEN A.
23
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LIBERT. JOHN HUTCHINSON and DANIEL BIACITNI were duly appointed or elected officers
or Pledge BoArd inenibcrs of ETA NU CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL
FRATERNITY AT NORThERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, and are sued under this coum in
their official capacities as ofl'icci'soIL9'A NV CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORThERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY.
On November 1, 20I, and at all malarial times hereto. ETA N(JCI-IAPTER OF
3.K
Pt KAPPA ALPHA 1r41ERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORThERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY. was an agent ofdefendaftt Pt KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION, INC. a Foreign
Corporation and Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporaled
Association, in their business of organizing. pmmotingand recruiting mcinbcnhip in loctl
chapters alP! KAPPA ALPHA fraternities, and was at all material times acting within the scope
of its agency;Iurther. P1 KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION, INC., a loreign corporation and Pt
KAPPA ALPHA NIERNA11ONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association,
specifically authorized, directed, rcquired and ernpowertd its local fraternity chapters, including
Pi Kappa Alpha Eta Nu to collect initiation and other fees from fraternity pledges and to initiate
pledges into the P1 Kappa Alpha organization in required initiation rituals including "Mom and
Dad's Night"; further, defendant ETA NU CHAPTER OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORThERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY forward a
designated portion of those fees and dues to defendant P1 KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION.
INC.
On November I. 2012 and at all matedal times hereto. Pt KAPPA ALPHA
4,K
CORPORATION, INC.. a Foreign Corporation and Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL
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FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Associalion, were accountable and responsible as a principal
for the acts and conduct of their agent ETA NIJ CHAPTER OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA

INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY ATNORThERII ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 4 and its duly
appointed or elected officers and those who planned and approved "Morn and bad's Night".
On November I, 2012, plalnUffis decedent David R. Bogenbager was a
prospective member or pledge of the Pi Kappa Alpha ftitcmity. at Northern Illinois University in
OcKaib, Illinois and, upon inloynation and belief, was riquired, both directlyand indirectly

through adoption of the plan for "Morn and Dod's.Nighf' ,by defendant fratenthy officers and
Pledge Board members ALEXANDER M. .IANDICK, JAMES P. HARVEY, OMAR
SALAMEH, PATRICK MERRILL.STEPHEN A. LIBERT, JOHN HIITCHThISON and
DANIEL BIAOIN1 to partic1patc in a pledge event at the ETA MU CHAPTER OF P1 KAPPA
ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORThERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
fraternity house known as "Mom's and Dad's NiGht" as a condition to being accepted for
mernberstiip in the Fl Kappa Alpha fraternity, a highly valued social status at Northern Illinois
University
Defendants Pt KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION, Inc.. a Foreign Corporallon. P1
KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association, ETA Mi
CHAP1tR.OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORTI{ERN
ILLINOIS uNIvERSErY, ALEXANDER M. JANDICK, JAMES P. HARVEY, OMAR
SALAMEH, PATRICK MERRILL, SltPl-IENA. LIBERT, JOHN HUTCUINSON and

DANIEL WAGIM! owed pinirniWs decedent a duty of reasonable care not to subject him during
pledge activities and events to the foreseeable consequences of required excessive consumption
25
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of alcohol to the point of insensate intoxication 4

,

including death.

On Ncwcunhcr I, 20)2, and at all material times hcrcto,thcrc was in force and
7.K
effect in the State of Illinois a certain statute which pmhihits hazing, as when "a pcnon commits

hazing who knowingly requires the performance of any act by a student or other person in a
school, college, university or other educMional irtstittnion of this State, for the purpose of
induction or admission into any group, organization, or society associated or connected with that
institution .11(a) the act is not sanctioned or authorized by the educational ins;itution.and (b) the
act results in bodily harm to any persoit" 720 TICS 12015.

On November 1, 2012. and at all material timn heretO, ctofendants PT KAPPA
S.K
ALPHA CORPORATION, Inc.. a Porcigü Corporation, PT KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATiONAL
FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association, ETA Mi CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA AI..PI-IA
iNTERNATIONAL FRATERNI'I'Y At NORTHERN ILLiNOIS UNIVERSITY, and
ALEXANflER M. JANDICK. JAMES P. HARVEY. OMAR SALAMEH j PATRICK
MERRILL STEPHEN A. LIBERT, JOHN 1-IUTCHINSON and DANIEL BIAGINI comntkted
one or more of the following negligent acts and omissions:
Planned and promoted an initiation ritual or event
a.K
known as "Mom and Dad's Night" in which fratenlity pledges were
required, as a condition of membership in the fraternity, to
consume excessive and dangerous amounts of alcohol to a point
of insensate intoxication in violation of 720 ILCS 12015;
Required prospective rsemity members or
1,.K
pledges £ncludiitg plaintiuls decedent David R.
Bogenbeter to participate in an initiation ritual
wherein, as a condition to membership in the
fraternity, pledges were required to dr'utk excessive
and dnngerous amounts of alcohol to a point olihsettsate
26
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unirteorporated association. P1 KAPPA ALPHA CORPORATION, INC. a Foreign Corporation.
Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY, an Unincorporated Association, and
ALEXANDER M. JANDICIL JAMES P. HARVEY. OMAR .SALAMEH. PATRICK

MERRILL, STEPF4EN

A.

LiBERT, JOHN 1-IUTCHINSON and DANIEL BIAGINI as duly

appointed or elected officers or Pledge Board members of ETA NU CHAPTER OF P1 KAPPA
ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, for an
amount in excess of One Hundred Thousand Dollan ($I00,000.00),plus costs. K

Upon information and belief on and at presently unknown times prior to
November 1.2012, and at all other material times hereto, dereisdants ALEXANDER M

JANDICKI JAMES P. HARVEY. OMARSALAMEH-(a Cook County resident), PATRICK
MERRILL STEPHEN A. IflERT, JOHN HUTCHINSON and DANIEL BIAGINI kowin&y
and willkg approved, organized, pinnntd, promoted, required and participated in a pledge eventl
at ETA NV CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY AT
NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY Ix-otemity-house at Northern Illinois Univenity in
DeKaIb. illinois known as Mom and Dad's Night" durbg which fraternity pledges would be
required to consume dangerous and excessive amounts of alcohol to a point of insensate
intoxication as a condition to membership in II Kappa Alpha fraternity. a higjily valued social
staws at Northern Illinois University.
On November 1,2012, plaintiffs decedent David R. Bogcnbercr was a
2,K
prospective member or pledge of the Pi Kappa Alpha ftaternity at Northern Illinois University
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and upon inlormation and belief was required by officers of the fraternity to participate in a
pledge event at the ETA NU CHAFFER OF

ri KAPPA ALPHA IN'i'ERNATIONAL

PRATERNITYAT NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY fraternity house known as "Mom
and Dad's Night" as a condition to being accepted for membership in the II Kappa Alpha
fraternity, a hig)dy valued social status at Northern Illinois University.
Defendants ALEXANDER M. JANDICK, JAMES P. HARVEY. OMAR
SALAMEK. PATRICK MERRILL, STEPHEN A. LIUERt JOHN HUTCILINSON and
DANIEL BIAQINI owed plaintiff's decedent a duty of reasonable care not to subject him to the
foreseeable consequences of required excessive corsumptian of alcohol to the point of insensate
intoxication, including death, during pledge events.
On November I, 2012, and at all material times hereto, there was in force and
effect in the State of Illinois a certain statute which prohibits hazing, as when "a person comniits
hazing who knowingly requires the performance of any act by a student or other person in a
school, college. universdty or other educational institution of this State, for the pwpose of
induction or a dmission into any grnup. organization, or society associated or connected with that
institution if(a) the act is not sanctioned or authorized by the educational institution and (b) the
act results in bodily harm to any person." 720 liES 120/5.

On November I, 2012, and at material times heirto. defendants ALEXANDER
M. MNDICK, JAMES P. HARVEY, OMAR SALAMEH. PATRICK MERRILL I STEPHEN A.
LIBERT, JOHN HUTCHINSON and DANIEL BIAGINI, upon knoMedge and belief. acting
knowingLy and willingly in execution of an event they planned. approved, pmtnoted, required
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and participated in known as 'Morn and Dad's Night'. jointly and in concert cuntmitted one or
mote aithe following negligent nets and omissions:
Planned and promoted an initiation ritual or event
a.K
known as "Morn's and Dads Night" in which Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity pledges, including plainU IFs decedent
were required, as a condition to membership In the Irateniity.
to consume excessive and dnngenws amounts of alcohol to
a point of insensate intoxication in violation of 720 JtC-S 12015;
As a part of the plan Itw"Mnni and Dad'Night" dtsignated
h.K
certain rooms and areas in the P1 Kappa Alpha Eta Nu house K
to place pledges. including plaintilTs decedent, who became
dangeroizsty intoxicated and UCKOQSCIQUS rather than obtain necessary
medical attention;

Required prospective fraternity members or pledges.
including plaintiWs decedent to participate in an initiation
ritual wticrein. as h condition to membership in the
fraternity, pledges were required to drink excessive
and dangerous amounts of alcohol to a point of insensate
intoxication in violation of 720 ILCS 12015;

Requited prospective fraternity members or pledges as a
condition to membership in the fraternity, including plaintflFs
decedent David R. Bogenberger, to drink cxcdssive
and dangcroua amounts olakohol to a point of insensate
intoxication in violation of 720 ILCS 12015;

Failed to seek medical attention for plaintiff's
decent David R. Rogenberger after he became
unconsciow but instad placed him on a bed in o
room previously designated for that purpose as a
-pattoItlié)tan for 1'Monrand Dad'sNight"wherc K
-K
he would not be seen or observed;
Required plaintiffs decedent David R.
bogcnbcrger•to consume excessive and dangerous
amounts of alcohol;
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Gave plaintiffs decedent excessive and dangerous
amounts of alcohol;
Gave plaintims decedent David R. Bogenberger
alcohol after he had become obviously and
dnngcrously Tnoxicatcd;

I,�

Failed to call 911, an ambulance or seek medical
attention for plaintims decedent after he became
dangerously irtthxicated and unconscious;

After plaintiff's decadent became dngaously
j.K
intoxicatcd and unconscious carried hint to a room
previously designated for that purpose and placed
bun one bed where he would not be-seen
or observed;
Were otherwise careless and negligent
IcK

As a direct and proxiniatc csult of one or more of the loregoing negligent acts or
6.K
omissions, on November I. 2012 plaintiff's decedent David R. Bogenberget was required to
participate in on pledge event known as "Mom and Dad's Night" at the ETA NU CHAPTER OF

.PI.KA?PA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY ATNORTILERN ILLINOIS
UNWERSI1Y fraternity house during which plaintiff's decedent David R. Bogenberger was
given and told to drink excessive and dangerous amounts of alcohol by fraternity officers, active
members and others such that his blood alcohol level reached .43 mg/dl. whereupon he lost
consciousness, was placed on a bed in a room in the fraternity house designated for that purpose,
--K

and on the evening of-Novetnber-l-2. 2012.died: whereby his-estrite-suffeted presumed-substantial pecuniary damages within the meaning of the Illinois Wrongful Death Act (740 [LCS
180/1 ci seq.), including loss ofhis society and support, grietto his family, his lost wages and
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UNIVERSITY fraternity house durfttg whieth plain(iWs decedent David R. I3ogenberger was
given and toLd to drink excessive and dangerous amounts of alcohol by fiatcmky officer.%
members and others such that his blood alcohol level reached .43 mg/dl. whereupon he Ion
consciousness, was placed on a bed in a room in the fraternity house designated for that purpose,
and on theevening ofNovember 1-2, 2012. died: Furtlter,during dtt"Moin', and Disd'sNight"
on November I, 2012, plaintiffis decedent suffered damagcswithin the meaning of the Illinois
-K

Siv Act (755 [LCS 51274), including being made an object afridicule. tmbsent and
humiliation, pain and suffering.
Plaintiff Gary L. Bogenberger brings this action pursuant to the Illinois Survival
Act as an Independent Administrator on behalf of beneficiaries at the Estate of David R.
Rogenberger. deceased, namely: Gary L. Bogenberger (tathet), Ruth A. l3ogenberger (mother),
MatthewC. Bogenberger (brother), Megan A. Bogenberger (sister), Alex L liogenberger
(brother) and Amy K. Bogenberger (sister).
Plaintiff adopts and incorporates herein by rcfcrcncc the "Statement of facts"
8.K
PP. 3-9 . supm.
WHEREFORE, plaintiftrespectfully requests this Court enter ajoint judgment in his
favor and against the defendants ALEXANDER M. JANDICK, JAMES P.
HARVEY, OMAR SALAMEII. PATRICK MERRILL STEPHEN A. LIBERT. JOHN
HIJTCHINSON and DANIEL R1AGINI for an amount in excesS of One Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($100,000.00). plus costs.
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On November 1,2012. and at all material times hereto, defendants MICHAEL J,
P1-fiLLIP, Jr.. (a resident olCook County), THOMAS F'. COSTELLO (a resident of Indiana).
DAVID It. SAILER (a resident of Bureau County), ALEXANDER D. RENN (a resident of
DuPage County), MIChAEL

A.

MARROQUIN,

ESTEFAN

A. DIAZ (a resident of\Vinnebagu

County), HAZEL A. VERGARALOPE, MICHAEL D. PEEST (a resident oCookCountv),
ANDkES JIMENEZ, Jr. (a resident of DuPage County), ISAIAH

L011' (a rtsident of

- -- - K
California), ANDREW W. ROULEANU (a resident of Cook County). NICHOLAS A. SUTOR,K
NELSON A. IIUZARRY JOHNNY P. WALLACE,DANIEL S. POST, NSENZI K. SALASINI
(a resident of Cook County),

RUSSELL P. COYN-ER (a resident of Will County), GREGORY

PETRYKA. KEVIN ROSEflI. and THOMASBRALIS were active members of RI Kappa Alpha
fraternity at Northern Illinois University. tkkalb. Illinois,
On November I. 2012, plaintiff's decedent David It Bogenberger was aprospective member or picdr of the Fl Kappa Alpha fraternity at Northern Illinois University in
DeKaIb. Illinois and was required by officers and active members of the fraternity to participair
in a pledge event at the ETA NV CHAPTER OF P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL

FRA1-ER.Nrn' AT NORThERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY fraternity house known as "Moth
and Dads Night" as a condition to being accepted for membership in the RI Kappa Alpha
fraternity, a highly valued social flaws at Northern Illinois University.
On and at presently unknown times prior to November

I, 2012 defendants

MICHAEL J. PI-tILLIP, THOMAS F. COSTELLO. DAVID R. SAILER. ALEXANDER D.
RENN, MICHAEL A. MARROQUIN, ESTEFAN A. DIAL HAZEL A, VEROARAI.OPE,
MICHAEL D.

PFEST.

ANDRES

,IIMENEZ.

Jr., ISAIAH Lon, ANDREW W. BOULEANU.
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NICHOLAS A. SUTOL NELSON A. IRIZARRY, JOHNNY P. WALLACE, DANIEL S.
POST. NSENZI K. SALASINI. RUSSELL P. COYNER. OREOORY rtrrRYIcA, KEVIN
ROSETTI and THOMA.S BRALIS. upon inthrination and betief, knowingly and willing agreed
to participate in planned event called "t4om and Dad's Night" during which fraternity pledges,
including plaintiff's decedent Da'.'id K. Bogenbergertutd be required to thnsumedZtngerOus
and potentially fatal amounts of alcohol to a point of insensate intoxication.
-K4. - Defendants MICHAEL JPHILUP. ThOMAS F. COSTELLO, DAVID R.
SAILER, ALEXANDER D. REWN, MICHAEL A. MARROQUIN, ESTEFAN A. DIAZ,
HAZEL A. VERGARALOPE. MICHAEL D. PIEST, ANDRES JIMENEZ, Jr., ISAIAH LOU,
ANDREW W. BOULEANU, NICHOLAS A. SUTOR, NELSON A. IRIZARRY, JOHNNY P.
WALLACE, DANIELS. POST. NSENZI K. SALASINI, RUSSELL P. COTNER, GREGORY
PETRYKA, KEVIN ROSETTI and ThOMAS URALES,. awed plaintiffl decedent a duty of
reasonabld care not to subject him, during required initiation rituals, to the fowsccablc
consequences of required excessive consumption of alcohol to the point of insensate intoxication.
including death.
On Novembet 1,2012, and atall mateilal times.hereto. there was inforec and
S.K
ctThct in the State of Illinois a certain statute which prohibits hazing, as when "a person commits
h.azixigwho knowinglyrequires tiw petformanec of any act by a student or other person ma
school, college, university or other educational institution of this State, for the purpose of
induction or admission into any group. organizstion, or society associated or connected with that
institution if (a) the act is not sanctioned or authorized by the educational institution and (b) the
act results in bodily haim to any person." 720 ILCS 12015.
44
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On November I, 2012, and.at all material times hcrvto, defendants MICHAELJ.
6.K
PHILLIP, ThOMAS F. COSTELLO. DAVID R. SAILER, ALEXANDER D. R.fl4N,
MICHAEL k MARROQUIN, ESTEFAN A. DIA4 hAZEL A. VERGARALOPE, MICHAEL
D. PFEST, ANDRE-S JIMENEZ, Jr., ISAIAH. LOTT. ANDREW W. BOULEANU. NICHOLAS
A. SUTOR. NELSON A. IRIZARRY. JOHNt4Y P. WALLACE DANIELS. POST, NSENZI K.
SALASINI, RUSSELL P. COYNER, GREGORY PBTRYKA. KEVIN ROSETI1 and ThOMAS
BRALLS, upon information and beIief, acting in knowing and willing furtherance of and
partic-ipation in a plan known as "Mom and Dad's Night", acting jointly and in concert,
committed one or more of the following negligent acts or omksions:
Required plaintiffs decedent David R.
a.K
Bogcnberger to consume egeessive and dangerous
amounts of alcohol in violation of 720 LLCS 12015:
Gave plaintifl'a decedent excessive-and dangerous
h.K
aniounts of alcohol in violation of 720 ILCS 12015;
Gave
U.P

plaintiff's dcccdciit David R. Bogcnbcrgcr
alcohol after he had become obviously and
dangerously intoxicated in violation of 720 ILCS 120/5;

Eailcd to calL 911 or an ambulance or seek medical
d.K
attention for plaintift's decedent after be became
dangerously inioxicaled and unconscious;
After plaintiff's decedent became dangerously
e,K
intoxicated and unconscious carried him to a room
previously designated for that purposeand placed him on a bed where he would not be seen
or observed:
Were otherwise careless and negligent.
1.K
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Matthew C. flogeiThei-ger (brother). Megan A. Bogenbtrget (sister). Alex I, Bogcnbcrgcr
(brother) and Amy R. Rogenbcnjer (istcr).
Plaintiff adopts and incorporates herein by reference the 'Statement oIfacls"
9.K
pp.3-9 supra.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff respectfully requests this Court enter a joint judennt in his
favor and against the defendants MICHAa J. PHILLIP. Jr. THOMAS F.COSTELLO. DAVID
-KR. SAIIfl ALEXANDER D,-RENN, MICIIAELA.MARROQUIN. ESTEFAN A. DIAZ Y
HAZEL A. VERGARALOPE, MICHAEL D. PFEST, ANDRES JIMENEZh ISAIAH L011'.
ANDREW W. BOULEANIJ, NICHOLAS A. SIJTOR. NELSON A. IRIZARRY. JOHNNY P.
WALLACE. DANIEL S. POST. NSENZI SALASINI, RUSSELL P. COYNER. GREGORY
PETRYXA. KEVIN ROSE111 and THOMAS BRALIS for an amount in excess of One Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), plus costs.

COIJNTIX
On November 1.2012. and at all material times hereto,. defendants ALYSSA
ALLEOREnI, JESSICA ANDERS, KELLY BURBACK, CHRISTINA CARRlSA RAQUEL
CHAVEZ, LINDSEY FRANK. DANIELLE GLENNON. KRISTINNA KUNZ, JANEt' WNA,
?JICHOLE MINNICK, COURTNEY ODENTHAL LOGAN REOFIELD. KATIE REPORTO.
TIFFANY SCHEINFURTU. ADRIANNA SOTELO. PRUDENCE WILLR.ET . KARISSA
AZARELA, MEGAN LEDONE. NICHOLE MANEREDINL lILLIAN MERRJL and MONICA
SKOWRON were students at Northern Illinois University and participated in a fraternity pledge.
cvent at the ETA NU CHAPTER OF Pt KAPPA ALPHA INTERNA110NAL FRATERNITY
SI
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AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY fraternity house knouai as" Mcm's and Dad's
Night"
On and prior to November 1,2012.. defendants ALYSSA ALLEGR.ETTL
JESSICA ANDERS, KELLY BURBACK, CHRISTINA CARRISA, RAQUEL CHAV,
LINDSEY FRM4K, DANIELLE CILENNON, K.RJS11NNA KIJNZ, JANET LUNA, NICHO1.E
MINNICK, COURTNEY ODENTHAL, LOGAN REDFIELD, KAI1E REPORTO, TIFFANY
SCHEINFURTH, ADRIANNA SOitLO. PRUDENCE WILLRET, KARISSA AZARELA.
MEGAN LEDONE. NICHOLE MANFREDINI. .IILUANMERRTL. and MONICA
SKOWRON. upon information and belief, knowingly and willing awecd to participle in
planned event called "Mum and Dad's Nighf' at the Pi Kappa Alpha Eta Nu fraternity house at
Northern Illinois University in DcKalb. IllinoLa during which fraternity pledgm including
plainrilrs decedent David R. Bogenberger, would be required to consume dangerous and
potentially fatal amounts of alcohol tea point of insensate irnoxieatiott
On November I, 2012, plaintiffs decedent David R. Bogenberger was a
prospective member or pledge of the Pi Kappa Alpha fratcrnityat Noithem Illinois tJnversity in
DeKaIb. IllInois and was required to participate in a pledge event at the ETA NU CHAPTER OF
P1 KAPPA ALPHA INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY ATNORThERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY fraternity house known as 'Mom and Dad's Night" as a condition to being
accepted as a member of I'i Kappa Alpha fraternity, a highly valued social status at Northern
Illinois University,
On and prior to November I, 2013, defendants ALYSSA ALLEGRE111.
JESSICA ANDERS. KELLY BURBACK, CHRISTINA CARRISA. R.AQUEL CHAVEZ,
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LINDSEY FRANK. DANIELLE GLENNON, KR]STINNA KUNZ, JANET WNA, NICI-IOLE
MINNICK, COURTNEY ODENTHAL. LOGAN REUFIELD. KATIE REPORTO, TIFFANY
SCHEINFURTh. ADRIANNA SOTELO. PRUDENCE \VTLLRET, KARISSA AZARELA.
MEGAN LEDONE, NICHOLE MANFREDINI. lILLiAN MERRIL, and MONICA
SKOWRON, owed plaintiff's decedent a duty of reasonable care not to subject hint, during
pledge events in which they agxecd to participatt_ to the feetsecable consequences of required
excessive consumption of alcohol to the point of insensate intoxication, including death, - K
On November 1,2012, and at all material times heieto, there was in force and
5,K
effect in the Statcof Illinois a cettain statute which prohibits hazing, as when 'a person commits
hazing who knowingly requires the performance of any act by a student or other petson in a
school, college, university or other educational institution of this Suite, for the purpose of
induction or admission into any group. organizadon, or society associated or connected with that
institution if(a) the act is not sanctioned or authorized by the educational institution and (b) the
act rtu'tults in bodily harm to any person." 720 ILCS 1206.

On November I. 2012,-and at all materiel times hereto, defendants ALYSSA6.K
ALLEOmZIIl, JESSICA ANDERS. KELLY HZJRBACK, CHRISTINA CARRISA, RAQUEL
CHAVEZ. LINDSEY (tANK. DANIELLE GLENNON, KRJSTINNA KIJNZ

I JANET WNA,

NICHOLLS MINNJCK, COURTNEY ODENTHAL LOGAN REDFIELD, KATIE REPORTO,
TIFFANY SCHEINFURTU, ADRIANNA SOTELO. PRUDENCE WILLRET, KARJSSA
AZARELA, MEGAN LEDONE, NICHOLE MANFREDINI. JIWAN MERRIL. and MONICA
SKOWRON, upon infomtation and belict knowingly and willingly, acting jointly and in
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concert in fUrtherance of a planned pledge event at the Eta No Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity known as Mom and Dad's Nighr, committed one or more nithe following negligent
acts or omissions:
Encouraged and required plaintiffs decedent David it
Bogcnbetger to consumeexcessive and dangerous
amounts of alcohol in violation of 720 ILCS 120/5.;
Gave plaintifFs decedent excessive and dangerous
amounts of alcohol in violation of 720 ILCS 12015;
-

C.�

Gave plaintiffs decedent David R. Bogcnberger
alcohol after he had become obviously and
dangerously httoxicated in violation of 720 ILCS 120/5;

Failed to call 911 or an ambulance or seek medical
d.K
ntttntion for plaintiffl decedent after he became
dangerously intoxicated and unconscious;
C.�

Were othcrwisc careless and negligent.

As a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing negligent acts or
7.K
OmisSiOM. on November 1.2012. plaintiff's decedent David K. Bogenberger was required to

drink excessive and darsgeruus amounts of alcohol by fraternity allicen, active members and
upon information and belief, defendants ALYSSA ALLEGREUI, JESSICA ANDERS, KELLY
HURBACK, CHRISTINA CARRISA. RAQUEL CHAVEZ, LINDSEY FRANK DANIaLE
GLENNON. KRIST[NNA KIJNZ. JANEF WNA. NICHOLE MINNICK, COURTNEY
ODENTHAL, LOGAN REOFIELD. KATIE REPORTO. TIFFANY SCHEINEtJRTh,
ADRIANNA SOTELO, PRUDENCE WILLRET, KARISSA AZARELA, MEGAN LEDONE,
NICHOLE MANFREDINI. JILLIAN MERRIL. and MONICA SKOWRON so that his blood
alcohol level reached .43 rng/dl. whereupon he lost consciousness, was placed on a bed in a
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Moylan: "Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the
House, House Bill 1443 is in response to a local hazing
issue, that took place in my district and strengthens
penalties for school officials that fail to report the act
of haze... of hazing. I ask for your 'yes' vote, and I'm open
to questions."
Speaker Turner: "Representative Bost."
"Hi, mayor. So, here on this floor, we decided not to
Bost:�
haze people on their first Bill."
Moylan: "Cor... correct."
Bost: "Did you have this Bill and move.., moving with this Bill
prior to us stopping that?"
.
Moylan: "Yes, Sir."�
"So, it wasn't in response to try to move forward with
Bost:�
not allowing the first Bill..."
Moylan: "Correct."
Bost: "...debate."
Moylan: "Correct."
Bost: "But this is your first Bill?"
Moylan: "Yes. Correct."
Bost: "And we have, you know, not ask a lot of questions and
what... we've not moved down that path, but you are a very...
very special to us..."
Moylan: "Correct."
Bost: "...on this side of the aisle. You... you are."
Moylan: "But you know..."
Bost: "And... and I think.., and I need to know something, and... and
we'll get back to your Bill in just a minute. You know,
when I first came into the General Assembly, one of the
09800039.docK
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and our concern for the safety of the children. So, I think
this is needed, but I... I hope we, and it's a separate issue
then the way you defined this, we do need to talk about
making sure bullying is reported. I've... I've heard
allegations of maybe some bullying not being reported in
some places. I don't have enough details, but I'll try to
follow up on that too. So, I... I think you're addressing a
very important and serious issue here. And I think it
deserves a 'yes' vote. Thank you."
Moylan: "Thank you."
Speaker Turner: "Representative Durkin."
Durkin: "Will the Sponsor yield?"
- -�
Speaker Turner: "Sponsor yields."�
Durkin:�
"Representative, this is... does this apply to all
schools including non-public schools in Illinois?"
Moylan: "Yes, Sir."
Durkin: "K-12 through college?"
Moylan: "Yes, Sir. Yes, Sir."
Durkin:�
"Okay. I guess I just have a few questions regarding
whether or not schools may have some exposure. Now, we are
placing... making this a crime that if they do not report
hazing. Is there currently a rule or law in place which...
which requires the schools to identify or instruct
employees, teachers on what is hazing?"
Moylan:�
"There is a mandated reporting law but no criminal...
there is a mandated reporting law but not a criminal part
of it."
Durkin:�
"I can... I... the reason I raise that question is, I
think, that there is a... there are crafty attorneys in the
09800039.docP
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State of Illinois and I'm sure you know a few of them.
There are going to be cases where there is going to be
hazing and the school is... someone will be penalized, and
then somebody will be looking at the bigger picture that
there will be civil action that will come against the
school. One, is the school immune under the Tort Immunity
Act?"
Moylan: "Not that I'm aware of."
Durkin: "Ooh."
Moylan: "If they're... if there's immunity, Sir, there might."
Durkin:�
"If there's a loss.., if... let me... maybe I should just be
more specific with the question."
Moylan: "Okay."�

-�
-.

Durkin:�
"If an employee's charged with failing to report and
-�
there is a crime, and there is a, perhaps, you know, the
family member or the student brings suit against -law...
against the institution, would they be immune under the
Tort Immunity Act for failing to properly supervise?"
Moylan: "I would just give you what is happening in our school
district. I'm just going to not answer that part. I'm gOing
to give what's happening in a school in our district. The
school and the... some of the former teachers are being
sued."
"I... here... here's what
Durkin:�

I...

what I believe is the... a

scenario that we need to be mindful of is now the
replacing, you know, this is a good law. I'm going to
support your law, but we need to be careful about what the
ulterior situations which may occur. I can see a- situation
where there is going to be violation. Someone's charged a
09800039.doc�
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student, they go to their parent, and why wasn't that
employee properly instructed, and the fact is it does
create a tort there is a vi... there is a civil action. I
want to make sure that our schools are not going to be
subject that there's some type of hold harmless under the
Tort Immunity Act which I think they are. But playing

-•
lawyer- again, there's a Section in the Tort Immunity Act �
that... it's under the 'willful and wanton' conduct which
states that you cannot use the defense of the Tort Immunity
Act if... if someone shows an utter indifference to or
conscious disregard for the safety of others. So, when I
raised my first question as whether or not there's a
program in place in which schools are required to instruct
and to identify hazing and also to require a direct action
for them to... instructed them that they need to report. I do
think that we... it's something we need to be considered
because I... I've seen them. I've defended local governments
in these types of actions, and I want to make sure that
we're not going to have a situation where there is going to
be exposure which is going to be unintended from what
you're trying to do. I'm not sure... I guess it's more of a
rhetorical question. I'm not looking for a response. But I
think it's just something I'm going to think about more and
I will raise that to you. But I... I... but I just want to make
sure we're not going to set up a situation which is we now
creating a duty upon these... these employees to report but
for the failure to report, it's a school have exposure for
not inStructing them properly of what the law is."

09800039.doc� 123
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person that did the act would get a Class IV Felony or
could get a Class IV felony, but your Bill only addresses
(a)5 which is the not reporting aspect, and it specifically
points that's a Class A misdemeanor. So, what you ' re,
maybe, intending and what you're... what the Bill says that
-�
they don't act up or they don't... they don't match, so you
- might want to look at that going over to the Senate."
Moylan: "And I assure you we will. Thank you."
Sullivan: "You bet."
Speaker Turner: "Representative Monique Davis."
Davis, H.:

"Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To the Bill. First of all,

Representative Moylan, I'm glad you thought to bring this
important piece of legislation to this Body. Some people
may not be aware, but people, young children have died
because of hazing. In one instance, they were forced to
drink alcohol from room to room to room. In other
instances, they may have been beaten. In another instance,
they were put into a... into a pond of water when they could
not swim. When we send our children to school, be it a
university or a high school, we expect that they're going
to be protected. Administrators should do what they are
responsible for doing and that's make sure that children
are protected when they're in college, when they're in high
school or elementary school. Hazing should be illegal. It
should be a criminal offense for you, as an adult, to know
about it and to turn your back. For those of us who respect
children and who want the safety of our children when we
send them to school, you will certainly vote 'yes' on this

09800039.docK
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up the definition of hazing to withstand some
constitutional scrutiny in the past as well as enhance the
penalty when hazing is committed. This arose out of an
incident at Western Illinois, when a young man from my
hometown in Oswego died in a hazing accident. His mother
since then has been a proponent of changing this law, as
have I and many others. Worked with Representative
Hoffman, the States Attorney's Association, as well as
others to try to draft languages. As I said earlier, that
will withstand constitutional sérutiny. The young men that
were involved in hazing incident were not found guilty of
hazing because the judge in that county indicated that the
statute was unclear. I'll be glad to try to answer any
questions. I think it's fairly straight forward but I
would appreciate your 'yes' vote.' Speaker Kubik: 'The Gentleman has moved to pass House Bill 113.
the recognizest
Is there any discussion? The Chair t
Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative Hot Enan.'
Hoffman: 'Thank you, Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'
Speaker Kubik: 'Sponsor indicates he'll yield.'
this would create, I believe. ..I
Hoffman: "Representative, t
believe this would Class IV felony In the event that there
is aggravated hazing, is that correct?'
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Cross."
Cross: 'Representative, it becomes a Class IV felony when the
hazing - results in great bodily harm-or-death. And if it
doesn't, if either one of those scenarios don-'t happen then
it is a Class A-misdeieanor.'
Speaker Kubik: 'Representafive Hoffman.'
Hoffmalt: 'It is my understanding, Representative, I was the chief
Sponsor last year of this Bill and I believe this is the
same Dill as last year, isn't that correct? However, there
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were some concerns regarding the language of last year's
BIll. 1 think that concerns have been cleared up, Is that
right?'
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Cross.'
cross: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative, you and I ... you
originally Sponsored this and added me as a Co-Sponsor last
year. After that, Representative, I ended up discussing
with the Senate, Senator Hawkinson, some of the specifics
of the Bill. And this is a result of working with him as
well as you and the States Attorney's Association. SO it
may not be in the identical form as when you started out
but it's ... we think its been cleaned up now. And I do
appreciate your help on it."
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Hoffman."
Hoffman: 'Thank you, Representative. I believe that this is... is
a good Bill whose time certainly has come. I certainly
think that ... that this Act of hazing because of what the
courts have done and striking down the Act and subsequently
having to make some very serious changes to the law which
really enhance the penalty is very positive. I only wish
that we could go a little further and repeal the fact that
there still would be good time given with regard to
this ... to this piece of legislation. Still, I think it's a
good piece of legislation and I urge everybody to vote in
favor of it.'
Speaker Kubik; "The - Chairwould remind the Body that -the—matter
is on Short Debate. We have a sufficient number of
individuals who requested that it be taken off the Order of
Short Debate. Are there.., is there any further discussion?
The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Rock Island,
Representative Brunsvold."
Brunsvold: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?'
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Speaker Kubik: 'The Gentleman indicates he 1 11 yield.'
Brunsvold: 'Representative Cross, where have you drawn the line.
Nov give me an example because, you know, we've gone
through most of us on this floor that have been through
hazing and the particular colleges we where in. Where have
you drawn the line on this hazing operation and you and I
both know it's going to go on to some degree, where is that

I

K

line?'
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Cross."
I'm not
Cross: 'Representative, I'm not trying to be evasive.�
sure where the line Is, it's going to be a matter for a
judge or a jury to decide, the language is fairly clear
that if ... and I'll read it as quickly as I can. A person
commits hazing, who knowingly requires the performance of
anyact by a student or other person in a school, college,
university or other educational institution for, the purpose
of induction or admission to any group or organization. If
that act is not sanctioned or authorized by the institution
and the act results in bodily harm.

I think it's a pretty

early line, I think you're reaching fairly soon. And I
think back, I happen to be in a fraternity when I was in
college, and I look back at some of the things we did and
we probably crossed the line and were just fortunate. we
didn't have great bodily harm or death. So I try to answer
your question, I think the line is drawn early. And
It..we've-got to do something to 'stop the deaths and
they've been happening with some frequency around the State
of Illinois."
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Brunsvold.'
Brunsvold: 'Well, everyone agrees with that Representative Cross.
No one wants to see any students injured because of some
fraternity or sorority ritual and we don't want that to
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happen. Yet we know that, that there are initiation rights
as part of this process. Are you saying to me then
that

...

that if a college sanctions a fraternity or sorority

for an activity then that Is okay? And they can go through
a procedure of mental stress on individuals?"
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Cross."
Cross: "The sill

...

Representative, the Bill and you're asking a

good question and I'm not trying to avoid it. The Bill
does.. .avoid answering
act

...

...

the

Bill

does say that the

the act, if the act is not sanctioned or authorized

by that educational institution. So in answer to your
qtestion, I think it's yes. But I'll give you an example,
at Western where this young man died, it was a rugby team
and they gave this young man an incredibly large amount of
lcohol and he died from alcohol poisoning. He had over a
4.0 and the university didn't sanction it and it was an
event or an act that this rugby club did on their own and
it was an act that the young man had to perform in order to
get into the club. So under this Bill I think we
would.. .it would apply."
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Brunsvold."
Brunsvold: "When I was at Augustana College we went through what
was called hell week. Thats very much like what we're
doing now this week. We went through hell week. Is this
going to eliminate hell week?"
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Cross."
Cross: "Representative, I don't know if It's going to eliminate
hell week but I think it requires the fraternities and
sororities to take a stronger look at what they're doing
during hell Week. I went through hell week at Illinois
Westeyan because I couldn't get into Augustana, so I had to
go to Wesleyan. But I think we're all going

...

they're all
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the Greek System as a whole

is going to have to taki a harder look at what their and
the universities at what they're sanctioning and not
sanctioning. I don't think it necessary precludes hell
week but we're going to have to look at a little stronger
what we're allowing to go on during hell week.'
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Brunsvold.'
Drunsvold: "Certain activities might be very harmless in their
proceedings. Example, rolling down hills, smoking cigars
under blankets and things like that. Those are pretty
�
j

harmless activities. I suppose some place down the line
- someone may have a problem with something like that, that
maybe totally unforeseen by anyone. Very harmless activity
that might result in a bodily Injury of some sort. Now is
the judge going to be able to decipher this situation?"

Speaker Kubik: "Representative Cross."
is a requirement of
there�
Representative,�
Cross: 'Well,�
knowingly, or the language knowingly in this legislation
and you're going to have to prove that as a prosecutor and
I think the judge or the jury will have the opportunity to
make a decision as whether or not hazing is cosmiitted or it
takes place.'
Speaker Rubik: "Representative Brunsvold, you have about 18
seconds now,, .Representative Mautino wishes to allot his
five minutes to Representative Brunsvold. Representative
Brunsvold."
Brunsvold: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just

...

I'm just trying...'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Brunsvold.'
Brunsvold: "I'm just trying to define here, for the record
Representative Cross, what can be done and what cannot be
done because I feel that there ought to be some sort of a
initiation period in a fraternity or sorority. And I agree
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with you it shouldn't be harmful, we don't want that to
happen, we don't want it to happen to anybody. But there
is a process that you go through that unites those
individuals. Each pledge class, for example, has a unity
thing they go through and I don't want to stop that because
I think that's good. Can they still proceed to do those
unity things as pledge class? Because I don't want to
eliminate all of that.'
Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Cross.'
- Cross: 'Joe I don't either and I think ... 1 understand the point

I

P

you're making and I, as I said earlier, I went through the
All I ... all this Bill attempts to do is to,
same thing.�
not all, I think it is a significant Bill. It says, don't
cross that line fraternities, draw in.. Jet's bring in what
you've been doing. Giving an 18 year old kid a bottle of
vodka and a case of beer and putting he or she in a trunk
and saying drink this and then you can come out crosses the
line. Nov we both know what we went through in hell week
and think some of that is allowable and should be. But
ultimately It going to be for a judge or jury to decide if
But this forces, as
the line's been crossed.�

I

said

some responsibility on the part of the
earlier,�
fraternities and sororities and colleges and universities
throughout the state."
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Brunsvold.'
arunsvold: 'would— you envision the colleges anduniverslties
getting together with the traternitiesand sororities and
sitting down and putting together a policy to say what's
acceptable and what's not acceptable?'
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Cross.'
they
Cross: 'It possible they've been doing that already, �
probably should be doing it. I know that back when I was
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in school the national organization of our fraternity did
just that and encouraged us to take another look at what we
were doing during hell week and all during pledge ... the
pledge, you know, the semester pledgeship. I think the
universities need to maybe take a stronger look and that's
a good suggestion."
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Brunsvold." I

A

Brunsvold: "Thank you, Representative Cross. To the Bill, Mr.
Speaker.'
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Brunsvold, proceed.'
Brunsvold: "I agree with Representative Cross that the colleges
and universities should sit down with their sororities and
fraternities and other groups and set down policy to what
is acceptable and what's not acceptable. And take the
responsibility, not go to the situation where anyone gets
hurt because we don't want that to happen. Yet we want
some flexibility here so ... so

people, young people, can

through initiation rites which binds them to that
fraternity or sorority and that's what it's all about.
That's part of the fun of being in college. And we should
let them do that to a point but no one on this floor, I
know, wants anyone to be hurt. So I'm going to support
your

Bill,

Representative Cross, with that explanation of

what we think they ought to do."
Speaker Kubik: 'Further discussion? Before we proceed to further
discussion I would like, to remind the Membership that when
a Member is five minutes are up that a Member cannot
receive a yield of time from another Member unless that
Member is recognized. So, with that I would like to
proceed to Representative Novak. Representative Novak."
Novak: "Thank you. Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the
House.�
Hi, Tom.�
Tom, I recall that case in Western
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Illinois University and as you said at the beginning of
your presentation of your Bill that the judge found that
the current statute is vague, was that it?'
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Cross."
Cross: "Representative, I don't remember if vague was the exact
word the judge used. He didn't think the current statute,
that's on the books now that was drafted in the early
1900's, under the facts of the case at Western he could not
find him guilty and as a result he

...

there was no finding

of guilty on any of the hazing offenses. And there are
about 12.. .12 young men that were charged with hazing and
an alcohol related offense. After the first two were fouzid
not guilty, my understanding in talking with the States
Attorney, is he didn't pursue on the

...

he didn't purSue the

others. And they pled to some, the alcohol related offense
but the judge said under the current law I can't find them
guilty.'
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Novak."
Is the current law,
Novak: "Yes, thank you. Representative. �
granted I'm not an attorney here but I'm just curious on
some aspects of this Bill and I support it, I think your
idea is laudable. Is the current law or the proposed law
refer to anything about conspiracy?'
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Cross."
Cross: 'Phil, I don't think the word conspiracy is in the current
law. I'm looking now at a definition of it and I don't
remember, in lobking at it or what I'm looking at now, that
wording in it or that phraseology.'
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Novak.'
Novak: 'Well, thank you Representative. The reason why that word
came to my mind is because normally when these hazing
situations are brought forward, usually they're conducted
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the death or the great bodily harm."�
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Novak."
Novak: "Thank you, Representative Cross, I appreciate that. One
other question I had for you. Have we been successful in
any other areas of the state in prosecuting any of these
hazing situations? Because I know, I think, a hazing
situation occurred at my alma mater, at Eastern Illinois
university, were one student was thrown into some hazardous
toxic substance pit down there and I think the school is
under ... is
I

T

being subjected to a lawsuit, I believe. But I

don't know if the States Attorney has brought any action
against some of the fraternity members. But can you recall
anywhere around the state where we've been successful In
prosecuting hazing incidents?"
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Cross."
Cross: "Representative, that young man's woman was in committee
the day., we had- testimony on this Bill and I saw some
photographS of that young man. I don't believe and I don't
want ... don't hold me to this I don't want to swear to it
but I don't think the ... she contacted the States Attorney's
off ice;• I , don't -think'tbey wish to prosecute. I believe
that's what she told me, she didn't testify. I'm not aware
of any other cases. But it seemed like there was.., it was
either... I believe I recall her saying that the States
Attorney didn't want to pursue this, but I'm not 100% sure
about that, Phil."
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Novak."
Novak: "Yes, Mr. Speaker, thank you very much. The Chair
recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang."
Lang: "Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Will the Sponsor yield?"

Speaker Kubik: "Sponsor indicates he'll yield."
Representative, the fiscal note indicates,
Lang: "Thank you.�
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up to the Department of Corrections and I really don't know
the exact answer.'
would�
you let
Rubik: 'Representative�
Cross,�
Speaker�
Representative
Representative Cross finish his answer. �
Cross.'
Cross: 'I've concluded, Mr. Speaker.'
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Deering. Representative Deering
wishes to allot his five minutes to Representative Lang.
Representative Lang, proceed.'
Lang: 'Thank you. I want to continue on this discussion of truth
and sentencing. There was an effort to put a Truth and
Sentencing Amendment on this Bill that would probably clear
this problem up, Representative. But apparently you.. .you
did not want that on your Bill because you sent that
Amendment off to some oblivion. But the question is, on a
Class IV felony probation is possible, isn't that correct?"
Speaker Kubik: "Representative Cross.'
Cross: 'Representative, I

...

I think you're aware that probation

is an available sentence on a Class IV. You know, we're
talking about a young man that died in my community from a
hazing accident. And I understand the politics of this
place and I can appreciate what you're attempting to do.
But there have been several incidences In this state where
young men and women have died In hazing accidents. This is
an attempt and think it's a good attempt, worked out by a
lot of people, to address a serious problem, And

I

think

this is a good solution to a serious constitutional problem
that all of us have faced. Nov

I

don't.. .this doesn't

affect, nor do any criminal laws in this state when we
start trying to clean them up, affect the sentence. That's
a different part of the criminal statute. And if you want
to talk about that another time, I'd be glad to. This is a
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this Motion, there 64 votIng 'yes', 49 voting 'no', none
voting

' present '

S

And the MotioA is adopted.

Representative Cross to close,'
Cross: 'thank you, Mr. Speaker. Very briefly, the language in
the current statute or the current hazing statute, without
a doubt, has some constitutional problems. For us to
adequately address the current climate in colleges we have
to rewrite the hazing statute. I think this is a good
attempt at it, a lot of people have been involved on both
sides of the aisle as well as over In the Senate. I think
this Is a good attempt in addressing a serious problem. I
think it's needed and I appreciate the questions I've heard
today. I think we addressed them adequately and I would
appreciate a yes vote. And thank you for your time, Mr.
Speaker."
Speaker Kubik: "The question is, 'Shall House Bill 113 pass?
All those in favor of the Bill shall vote aye'; all those
opposed shall vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is
final action. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who
wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the
record. On this question, there are 114 voting 'aye', none
voting 'no', none voting 'present'. And this Bill, having
received a Constitutional Majority,

l'i

hereby declared

paEsod For what reason does the Gentleman from Cook,
Representative Lang, arise?'
I noticed
Lang: 'Thank you;..thank you very muchrMr. Speaker. �
on the last Motion to move the previous question that you
tried originally to do it on a voice vote and then decided
that It should be a roll call. I would like the record to
reflect that we will demand a Roll Call. Vote in case we
forget to do it in a certain circumstance on every
procedural Motion this week. thank you very much.'
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Onar A. salamek In
On November 6,20121 at 2p4xwimatdYDepartment
10:45am. I spoke
Win
I Infomed Salaiteb that I wanted
the lobby lnteMw' room, at the Nil ce
to SpeaK with Miii serrnnoe tWo Inodcflt I informed SSmMi that he Jsnol under apes
and Ices toIetWo at 3nytftte. I read him Miranda from apre-pilnied Miranda Frrn, aid
asked him if he understood his rights. salameh stated he underSlaOd his rights, wid.ho
wanted an attorney present before questlofliflY. I ended my interview with Saiameh.

I returned to the interview room and informed solomeb that his Is tree to leave, and tat
I would transport him back to his residence. sabmal asked v4at was going to happen
at this point. I informed Salameh that at this Urns we are speaking with everyone that
was at the Fraternity during this incident to determine what had happenS.
and an we
far do
art pursued,
everyone has been cooperative; I informed SaIarneh that it cttarBaS
just scared,
not have a statement from him to consider. Salameh stated that he woe
with me about the incident without an attorney.
and he wants to speak

At approximatelY 10:49am. I preeftted aiameh with a Miranda Waiver Change Form.
and read this form out loud to him why he read along, salameh stated he wants to
speak with me about this lncldSt. Salattiek signed and dated this form, acknowledging
he nowwanted to speak with me.
ftflowIng he Is an active member of
saIameh stated in summary, but 11t vcàetirfl, the
the Ri Kappa Alpha Fraternity, aloe knowfl as lbs Pikes, salameb stated he is on the
Pledge Board, of the FraternitY and holds the position of New Member Educator.
Saiameh advised a duty of his ositian Is to provide newPledges.with notices of
meetings and events.
I asked Salameh thout iS new pledyes and tho plodgb)9 process. Salameh advised
sent ato the ManaI Chapter, they are members
once a pledge tills out the form that Ic
of the Fraternity know this, but
. t'tu Fraternity. Gol;meh ctated the active membffs
of
this ir*rrnadofl is kept from the pledges.
thu plodges do not kflflPL SsI2fleh advised
the pledges walk in the door and say they
Hard
Sve mee$d0M0
-K
bscnSG the K
Salanteb atvlSeCI the aclive mwuber5 want toget to know the
ØS .aCUVfi
are active rMmbers.
before their arapt them
pledges fmst. and know what Idnd of Intsofl thpy are
but this year
members. Sajatnet' advised tsameflmoc pledges dropout of the Diocese, the ptception
the pledges are a sofld" group. satarrieb advised the pledges are given
events to beconte
that they have to go through the pledcilncl process and complete (he
active members.
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reek Mom and Dad night?
Saiameh advised the event held on Thursday night, was cc
ran this event Saiameh stated Libert told hhn that he
Salameh stated Steve Libert
would be In a room with a Greek Mom, Saiameh stated Ubert chose the rooms to be
mitt Mn what
used, and assigned active members to each room. Salarneh elatad Libert
room he was In. Salameh stated Llbert told him the pledges wE! be'cpinq room to room
asking the members If they are their Greek Dad and Mom. Salamfth stated the pedges
were not told about the details of the event, but only the fime, location, and attire.
the weeX before, to be (here
Salameh stated the pledges were told at a Fledge MBGUI19
for this event. Salameh advised he believed all 11w pledges showed up fór the ownt
and believes there are twenty pledges in all. Solomeh advised their Fraternity had this
event last year as well, and it was also organized by Ubert Salameh stated this Is a
common event within their Fraternity Chapter, and all their houses participate. Salameb
advised this event was brought back last year after not being held for three years prior.
Salarneh stated the former President had a problem with this event, which Is why It was
not held for three years.
I asked Salameh how the Greek Sons were chosen. Salameh stated the active
members chose their Greek Sons days before the event, and the process was similar to
the NBA draft lottery. Salameh advised he got first pIck, and chose his Greek Son.
Saiameh advised most of the pledges did not know who their Greek Dads were, but his
Greek Son knew, because they were already close friends. All of the active members
participating knew who their Greek Sons were before the event Salameh stated being
a Greek Dad is like being an advisor for the pledge, and to assist them with Issues or
help with tests.
I asked Salameh about the night of the event Saiameh stated he was in his room,
Isa/ah Loti and Mdrew B. were the
which is room 17. Salarneh stated Pat Men'flI,
other active members assigned to this room. Salameh advised he bought alcohol for
himself, but did not purchase any alcohol for this event. Salameh stated Loft brought
his own bottle'of alcohol. Salameh advised the pledges came into their room In grbups.
Salameh advised they had the pledges sit down In the room, and they asked the
piedjes questions. Salaneli advlEed they asked the pledges questions like, who do
they like the mostr and who do they liKe me least? Salameh advised they did not ask
questions, and cld not make them consume the shots if they
the pledges yes or no We
tesUon wrong. sabmoh advised they had shot glasses In the room,
anawerud ii ui
and poured the pledges shot glasses of Vodka mixed with pop. Salameh advised he
knew other rooms were pouring shots and giving them to the pledges. Salarneh
advised they plxed the shots, because they knew the pledges were coming in their
room later on in the event, and did not want to give them too much. Salameh stated
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after a while they were pouring mostly pop ii the shot ytasses and adding only a splash
poured and ready before tEe plecuons
of alcohol. Salameh advised they had stnt5
entered the room. Salameh ad'400d the pledges worn told at the beginning of the event
particIpate unUt bay couWfl't anytnor!.
that they were going to have a good time, aid 10
$alameh advised there were no set rules to this eent, and what ocOirS In each coini
salameh stated the pledges could stop consumin2 alcotolic beverages If they wanted
to.
I asked Saiameh if he observed ani pledges getling sick durino the event Salameb
&,eS not
advised ho obaavod et loasI 5-6 plerlons getting sick. Salameh advised he
sicic but retnembels Cony J. and
remember aft nf the pledQes he K eveit wasn'ta parly atmOSpfler type even
Sian C getfing sick Salamth advsed this
and was over within a raw hours. Salarneb advised he remained sober until
gpproiiflQtdli 2am. and perbCibaJlY Øiedc& on the pledges in the house. Salameb
adVed some of the pludge5 were sloephg In the kitchen. Salameh advised he
thevk& an Dave eogon&xg*ttWbC. alameh advised he never had a conversation
with arwcnG fhrouOUt thn night about getting any of the pledges help.
I asked Salanieh about Bogenberger. Salaineb advised uogettberg& canto Into his
whet time they
Jon Dat4Ia. 5ameh did not rrnnttt
and Davils were sQ
room with Sean Pfeiffer and
PrbItror.
came into his room. Salameh stated Bogerberger.
most tntnxtcaled pledges that he
intoxicated. salarnab advised th ey veto not the Dan Jeske was the most intoxicated
room
Sa1m9h
advised
observed acme into h
pledge. wto attired Ills room.Salatneh advised they had Jeske lay down in his room
for 15 mInutes. Sajameh advised he obsered Bogenberger later on after the event
observed Bogenberger at
was over. Salamelt advised he and &ank Rizzo
apprrndrnat&Y 10:3Uprn, in the 'taD. Salwueh stated Bogenberger was drunk
and
gen
t erger up
K
laughing at this Urns. Salameh atetod he observed another pledge pick
and take him to bed.
I spoke with Salarnab about the pledge process for this event Salameh admitted the
pledges believed this was a mandatcry meeting. Salameh stated all of the pledges..
knew they had 10 to at the Fratetnhty at 8pa Salarneh advised the event Is set up so
Lu each roQm and cok the members if they were their Greek
theK to 9t2
thor if they were not the pledge's
Odd. The active rncnlbolo would 'eply. 'No take a
asked Salameh if it was accurate that this event is a drinking event, in
Greek Dad. I
which the pledges are supposed to consume alcoholic beverages. Salameh advised
this is correct. I asked Salameh If the pledges are made to believe they had to
participate In this event Salameb advised that the pledges are made to believe that if
_rTflWK
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they didn't participate In the event, they would not become active members of the
Fraternity. Salameb advised some pledges had excuses not to consume alcohol,
because of medical conditions. Salameh advised those pledges with medical conditions
did not consume alcohol and were informed that they did not have to consume alcohol
during the event. Salameh advised If a pledge, who did not have an excuse, chose not
to consume the alcoholic beverages he could do so, but they would probably tell him
"what the hell is wrong with your
Salameh stated he was one of the Individuals who found Bogenberger In the morning
deceased. Salameh advised Ubert came to his room around 9:30am, and woke him up
for their bowling class. Salarneh advised Libert advised he had to get socks and asked
Salameh to go to his room with him. Salameh advised when they walked Into Uberts
room, Libert told him Bogenberger had a test today, and that they should wake him up.
Salameh advised he observed Bogenberger lying on a bed In Liberfs room. Salameh
stated he shouted, "Dave wake up, you nissed your testi" Salameh advised
It worttto touch him. Salswett stated he tazdtid.
BogèAbét9Bt3id riot rca$nd. go
Bogenbergerand Sth.wsnPClYStifI.'1 hiaflngef tips W&e btodc Saismeh advised
he observed Boceflbeg&S srni was stiff and froze in a specific IPOSIROn. Salameh
advised he thought Bogenberger was dead. SaIaMUh stated he called for isSli Lot
who entered the room and helped him roll Bogenberger over. Salarneh advised he and
LoU rolled Bogenberger over, and when he saw Bogenberger's face, he knew he was
dead. Saiameh advised he then woke up everyone in the house while someone
contacted the police.
Salameh voluntarily completed a written statement. Salameh's written statement was
submitted with this report

--
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On 11-06-12 Detective Woodruff and I met with Alex Jandick at his residence, the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. I had previously interviewed Alex on 11-02-12. I asked Alex if he would come
to the police department to speak with me further about this case. Alex agreed to come with us
voluntarily. I advised him that he was not under arrest and he was not handcuffed. We drove
him to the police department I spoke with Alex in the detective's lnterviewruom. I advised Alex
of his Miranda Rights at 9:15 a.m. He waived his rights and agreed to speak with me. He
completed a written waiver which Is attached to this report Alex advised that he would be
completely honest with me about the details of this case.
Alex advised me.the following in summary: In the past the fraternity had hosted a Greek mom
and dad night which was a fldition. The fraternity stopped hosting the event around the N.W.
shooting in 2008. The fraternity has been having problems retaining pledges so It was decided
last school year that they would start up the event again. Steve Ubert helped to organize the
event last year which was held In the basement of the fraternity house. Alcohol was provided to
the pledges but they had the option to consume It or they could say no.
This year Steve Libert was again in charge of the event and Alex authorized the event to be
held. Llbert set the date of the event and decided that the pledges would go room to room
every ten minutes in a progressive mixer. There were two or three sets of Greek parents in
each room. The pledges were asked different question in each room. The questions were
about the fraternity as well as some that were nonsense. The active members who had a Greek
pledge son were expected to buy and provide alcohol for the pledges. If the active member was
under age, they would get someone else to buy the alcohol for them.
He said that he anived home around 7:45 p.m. and the pledges were In the dinning room. He
said the event was mandatory for the pledges to attend. He later learned that the pledges were
bid by Steve Libert what rooms to go to and that they could drink If they wanted. He said that
SteveUbedgaveeachofthepledge5aWwt0hthw were supposed to use for the nigtTL He
described that the cpa were between four and six ounce sIzed cups. He said that most of the
alcohol that was served was vodka. He explained that the pledges had the option to drink and
HesaldthathewaSiflrooiflnlflefora
period of time. While In the room he saw Dave pour himself half a glass of vodka. He told Dave
to mix It with coke; He said Dave also lost his cup at one point and Alex offered him another but
Dave did not listen.
I asked Alex what rooms he went In during the night He said that he was moving around
through out the hall and did not really stay in any of the rooms. I asked what active members
were In room nIne. He said that Jon Wallace and Nick Sutter were In the room and that NIck
was pouring the drinks for the pledges. Alex said that at one point he helped put Estefan's
pledge to bed because he was throwing up. He said he had vomit In his hair which he helped
dean up. He also helped pull up his pants. He contemplated takIng this subject to the hospital
because he was so intoxicated. He said that there were more that five pledges who were
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throwing up. He said that the pledges had been trying to impress the active members by
drinking so much. He was asked If there were any drinking games. He did not see any of these
games being played but assumed this did go on. He saw two pledges passed out in the dining
room, one passed out In the foyer, and a second In the foyer that had vomited and passed out.
He said that he and Nsenzi helped carry one pledge upstairs to the dining room where they put
him to bed. He made the comment. It was a shit show'.
Alex said that he had consumed sbc or seven beers himselt. He said that he has a portable
breathalyzer which showed his breath alcohol content to be .13. He slowed down drinking and
conducted 'damage contror starting at about 11:00 p.m. He said he helped make sure that the
pledges were all sleeping on their sides. He then went back to his room and drank with Mends.
He said that when he was In his room he mixed the drinks so they were weak so that nobody
would get too drunk.
I asked him how the pledges acted that night He said that they were excited and were trying to
that they felt pressured to drink. He said that if he
impress their parents. I asked if he thought
the pledges
was In their shoes he would have felt pressured. I asked him what would happen if
did not drink. He said that they would have been called 'Pussy' if they did not drink but they
would not be forced. He said that the pledges probably got the impression that they had to drink
that night He reiterated that some poured their own drinks at times, but at other times an active
member would pour the drink S them. He said many of the pledges drank slot of alcohol in a
very short amount of time.
I asked when tb's pledges had been notified that they had to attend the event. He said that they
would have been told at the pledge meeting the previous Tuesday, 'Most likely'. I asked when
he found out that Dave had died. He said that on Friday morning, he noticed that he had three
missed calls on his phone from Omar. He noticed this at 9:45a.m. He then got another cali
and was told that a pledge had died. He said that when he got upstairs the paramedics were
already there. He said that he learned that Steve Ubert had found Dave deceased.
I asked him how many groups of pledges he saw rotate through room nine and he said three or
four groups. He said that each pledge had on average between zero and three shots of alcohol
from the cups ttat Libert had given them. I asked bUn Which active members were assigned to
each room- He said he asked Steve Ubert for a list but Steve did not have this ready for him
yet. He said that there was no real system as to who was to be In a room, it was whoever
wanted to open up their room which they hadvolunteered to do when Ubert asked for volunteers. Alex did say that he and others active members were in the hallway directing
pledges to go to various rooms.
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I asked about the executive members in the fraternity. He said the following people were
executives:
President Alex Jandicic
-InternS Vice President John Hutcherson
-External Vice President J.P.Harvey
-Treasurer John Hutcherson
-Swetarr Pat Mernil
-Man-at-Iar9e: Tom Costello
-Sgt. at arms: Ray Rosemler
-Pledge Trainer Omar Salemeh

Alex agreed to complete a video statement The original DVD was later placed into evidence.
See property sheet He subsequently agreed to contact various active members and arranged
for them to cane in to speak with officers. He remained highly cooperative during the entire
time I dealt with h(m. I then drove him home.
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